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Administration Adjustments Announced

. Spencer To Serve-As Dean of Studies
President Theodore Lockwood
announced last week that the
College will make some adjustments in administrative
-.ssignments so in order to more
'effectively meet the needs
oreseen in the next few years."

''Dr. Feelgood" band
member belts out a tune in
last Friday night's Quad
concert.

. First, Dean Ronald Spencer will
move from his present position to
serve with the President and Dean
of the Faculty as Dean of Studies.
In this position he will be
responsible for working with
faculty on academic programs, for
assisting in the clarification of our
educational objectives, for overseeing aspects of our curriculum,
and for bringing to our attention
student perspectives on existing
and proposed programs. The
College is presently seeking a
replacement for Spencer as Dean
of Students.
Second, John Waggett is
returning to Trinity from the
University of Michigan where he
has been on indefinite leave to
complete his graduate studies. He
has served there as Associate
Director or Financial Aid.
Waggett's position at Trinity will'.
be Assistant Dean of the Faculty
and Advisor to the Freshman
Class. In this capacity he will work
closely with undergraduates,
faculty, and alumni to improve our
admissions efforts in an increasingly competitive situation.
In addition, he will serve as a
liaison with the entering class and,

along with Spencer, aid faculty in
enhancing the experience of new
students.
Third, Gerald Hansen will
assume managerial responsibility
for the Office of Public Information
in addition to his present role as
Alumni Director. This move will
assist those in that operation as
well as bring close coordination
between alumni activities and
public relations. His new title will
be Director of Alumni and External Affairs.
Fourth, this alignment of
responsibilities has necessitated
that Thomas Lips be designated as
Director of Institutional Affairs.
Additionally, an assistant will be
appointed to the Career Counseling
Office in order to strengthen its
program.
"The consolidation of certain
functions and a resignation enable
us to adjust to our new needs
without adding to the number of
administrative positions," expressed Lockwood in an open letter
to the faculty and administration.
He added, "Thus we will enter the
1976-77 academic year better
prepared to meet the p'riorities of
undergraduates and faculty."

Philosophy Dept. Hires New Member;
Changes Major
The philosbphy department has
hired a new member to replace
Professor Eunice Belgum, who is
leaving at the end of this term. She
is Professor Tamar -Rudavsky,
who has done her Ph.D work at
Brandeis University.
Rudavsky's training enables her
to fill several important gaps in the
course offerings of the philosophy
department. Her fields of
specialization include Medieval
Philosophy, Jewish Philosophy,
Arabic
Philosophy,
Fhenomenologh, and Philosophy in
Literature.
Next year in the Christmas term

she will be teaching a Freshman
Seminar on the Self, a course on
Medieval
Philosophy,
and
Philosophy in Literature. In the
Trinity term she will teach an
introduction to Philosophy,
Phenomenology, and Metaphysics.
In addition, Professor Jed
Schlosberg has been hired to teach
two courses in the fall, replacing
Professor Drew A. Hyland, who is
participating in the Mellon Symposium on 19th Century Culture.
Schlosberg will teach an introduction to philosophy and a
course on existentialism.
The philosophy department has

also decided to change their
history of philosophy sequence,
Philosophy 307, (History of Ancient
Philosophy) and 308 (History of
Modern Philosophy) from their
present status as each double
courses, to standard single course
credits each. The philosophy
department hopes that this will
once again make these courses
attractive and practical to nonmajors for whom, as single
courses, they may be valuable
cognates to a variety of majors.
Professor Hyland will teach both
courses.

\y Q

Student Election Returns
Winners in the election held April 29 and 30 are as follows:

Student Government Association
Gary Ankuda
Steve Batson
Jane Beddall
Richard Chamberlain
Gil Childers
Roy Childers
Scott Claman
Jim Essey
Karen Ezekiel
John Glllesple
Larry Golden
Barbara Grossman
MaureeivHealy
Robert Hurlock
Yutaka " i s h l " Ishlzaka

Steve Kayman
Richard Levan
Doug McGarrah
Richard Meier
Jim " O D " O'Donnell
•. ?
Susan Osthoff
Seth Price
Susan Rodnon
Jeff Sands
Yoianda Sefcik
Wicks Stlres
Margaret " T a m m y " Voudourls
Andrew Walsh
Bennett Wethered
Bob Zelinger

Budget Committee

Jane Beddall
Joan Berger (write-in)
Kim Burns (write-In)
Jim Essey
John Giliespie (write-in)
Sterling Hal! (write-in)
Robert Hurlock

Richard Levan
Jeff Meltzer
Alex Moorrees
Seth Price (write-in)
Luz Ruiz (write-in)
Nick Smit (write-in)

Mather Board of Governors
Lecture Committee
Larry Papel

Robert Schlesinger

Concert and Dance Committee
Jimmy Bradt (write-in)
Ken Feinswog
David Mahder (write-in)

Debbie Meagher (write-in)
Paul Pantano
Margaret " T a m m y " Voudouris

Cultural Events Committee
Patricia Grandlean
Richard Levan

Seth Price
Jeff Sands

Small Activities Committee
Larry Golden
Dean Kara I is-

Bob Shor (write-in)

Academic Affairs Committee
Susan Tannanbaum

Mark Henrickson

College Affairs Committee
Lisa Calesnick

Martin Kanoff

Financial Affairs Committee
Jim Essey

George Jensen

Curriculum Committee
Peter Crosby
Steve Roberts

Susan Tananbaum

Admissions and David
Financial
Aid
Murphy
Buildings and Grounds

Thomas Heffernan
Gil Childers

Jeff Mandler

Capital Campaign Committee
Steve Batson

Library Committee
Jim " O D " O'Donnell

John Shannon (write-in)

Student Life Committee

peter Crosby

Ken Grossman
Steve Kayman
Thomas Lines

Bob Zelinger

CONNPIRG

Lisa Pasalaqua
Bob Zelinger •-...
\
A total of 810 students voted.

Tripod Elects New Staff;
Dufresne Named Editor-in-Chief

Participants of the all-college "Community Day" Celebration held on
Saturday, May 1, gathered in the field house of the Ferris Athletic Complex.
The event whieh was originally set up in the Life Science quad, was moved
to the field house due to rain.

The editorial staff of the Trinity
Tripod for the fall term of the 1976
academic year was elected on
Sunday, May 2. The present staff
members officially retain positions
until May 4.
The results of the elections are as
follows: Jeff Dufresne, Editor-inchief; Henry B. Merens, Managing
Editor; Diane Schwartz, News
Editor; Diane Molleson, Howard
Sherman, and Stephen Craig Titus,

Contributing Editors; Jeahine
Figur, Nancy Nies and Seth Price,
Copy Editors; Howard Lombard.
John Giliespie, Sports Editors;
Chris Hanna, Business Manager;
J
Carey La Porte, Announcements; Manager Brian
Thomas, Circulation Manager;
Megan Maquire and James Essey,
Advertising Manager; and Steve
Roberts, Photography Editor.
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ConnPIRG Compares Food Prices

Joke Night Prompts An Open Letter:

Lockwood Proposes Changes
by Theodore Lockwood
Open letter from College have a diverse student body. In
President Theodore Lockwood to saying this I do not give special
Vice-President
Smith
and license to black undergraduates or
to any other group on campus to
Professor Lindsay:
I am replying to your letter of use their problems as an excuse to
April 24 in~ which you outlined the abuse others. Anyone, represendeliberations of the Special Council tative of majority or minority, who
on Minority Students concerning is guilty of the abuses of which I
Joke Night. I share the Council's speak in this letter will be confeeling of moral outrage that sidered unwelcome at the College.
I am further asking that SGA and
certain individuals were so inofficers
take
sensitive to the dignity of fellow appropriate
human beings. I am saddened by precautions which give reasonable
the fact that such bad judgment assurance that organization
characterized an event held at the members will not use organization
College. But what makes me even funds or College facilities to
sadder is the apparent enjoyment provide programs or publications
with which racial and sexist af- for abusive purposes. In this
fronts, crudely disguised as regard I agree that any
"jokes", were received. It is a organization which fails to meet
discouraging reminder of how far these standards may expect to
we as a society have yet to have its constitution revoked and
progress if decency and mutual its budget suspended.
respect are to prevail. At the very
3. Through the Vice-President
least the event displayed a level of and Dean of Students I shall see
taste and conduct unacceptable in that we clarify the manner in
public and particularly within a which officers of the College and
college community.
others should respond in such
It is, as you have observed, an situations in the future so that such
insult to this community, episodes will not recur - or, if
especially to blacks' and women. begun, will terminate quickly.
Explanations there may be; ex- 4. I shall prepare letters to the
cuses there are not. After reading officers of the Student Government
your report and consulting other Association, the Chairman of the
materials which you have provided Mather Board of Governors and
me, I have decided to take the the Chairman of the MBOG Small
steps outlintu below. Because it is Group Activity Committee cenimpossible fairly to determine suring them for their failure to
exactly who was responsible for exercise appropriate precautions
the offensive jokes, we must and judgment with respect to Joke
perforce seek to remind the entire Night.
community of the enormity of the
5. I have also concluded that the
affair and to seek measures that MBOG Small Group Activity
will prevent any recurrence.
Committee may not hold any
I shall ask the College Affairs future events without first inCommittee and the appropriate dicating to the satisfaction of the
College officers
to
draft Dean of Students that they have
regulations for us to adopt so that
language or conduct which is
abusive and intended to demean
one because of one's race, ethnic
origins, religion or sex be clearly
identified as an offense which
would normally merit suspension
from the College.
I am writing to the officers of the
Student Government Association
and to the appropriate ad- by Alan Fink
ministrative officers asking that
Last week, the College Affairs'
they review at the beginning of
each
academic
year
the Committee was asked by Vice
obligations
which
student President Smith to consider the
organizations' should be aware of issue of pornographic films being
so as to assure that those shown on campus. MBOG, as has
organizations are free of been reported in the Tripod,
discrimination based on one's planned on presenting an "Xrace, ethnic origins, religion or rated" movie at the end of the
semester. The administration
sex.
expressed strong reservation
Some may reasonably raise regarding the activity and refused
questions as to how this statement to authorize its taking place. The
is to be interpreted in reference to question of pornography's place on
the Trinity Coalition of Blacks. campus ultimately was reThey might also raise the same translated into concern over
kind of question about various freedom of speech and SGA's
religious groups on campus. As for power of decision-making in
the latter,' such groups have no , matters affecting student acobligations to open, except as they tivities.
choose so to do, their services,
The members of the Committee
celebrations, and instructions to
member's of other faiths, TCB - so brought to the meeting of April 29
far in its development - has not not only their own opinions, but
invited whites to become mem- those of many students, faculty,
bers, nor have more than a few and administrators whose thoughts
whites been invited to events at the on the matter had been informally
Black Cultural Center. TCB has, solicited. A concensus was reached
however, made a strong effort to that, in all sectors of the Trinity
communicate to the College the community, reservatibns existed
meaning of the black experience in regards to the showing of a
here and in society. TCB has also pornographic film. Concerns of an
conveyed the feelings, thoughts, administrative nature included
and Hopes of a new generation of possible adverse reflections on the
young black men and women who image of the College, and fear of
are preparing to take places in a security problems which might
society which is pledged to ac- accompany the film's showing.
commodate them. In fulfilling More general reservations inthese functions, TCB has volved the antiintellectualism and
necessarily operated as a degradation of women inherent in
separatist organization, one such films. Some students had
concerned
primarily
with expressed dissatisfaction at
amelioration of the black ex- student activities fees being spent
perience here and elsewhere. Until for this purpose. The range and
such time as racism has widespread base of concern led the
diminished, I see no alternative to Committee to conclude that the
TCB's present status and to con- showing of a pornographic film
tinuing to provide for the Black was in fact distasteful to many
sectors of the community, and
Cultural Center.
therefore was inappropriate.
So long as blacks are affected by
In the broader context, the
racism so adversely, I am per• suaded that, we must live with such Committee saw this issue as yet
seeming contradictions to our another example of strained
aspirations.. For the alternative, communication between SGA and
under present circumstances members of the administration
would so discourage black un- and faculty. It regretted the addergraduates that fewer and fewer versary positions of angry demand
would elect to come to Trinity and on the one hand and subsequent
thus diminish our opportunity to denial on the'other that seem to
tf: 'coi:

accepted the responsibility for
preventing, and have adopted
plans to avoid, any language or
conduct that is abusive or demeans
one because of one's race, ethnic
origins, religion or sex.
In taking these steps I hope that
we can regain the good sense which
fled from the minds of some at
Joke Night. Human dignity is too
precious to be chipped away by the
bad judgment of a few. All of us
have a stake in assuring that the
members of the College act with
mutual respect and decency, We
must be free to pursue our
educational objectives here in an
environment which rejects malice
and humiliation. That is not to say
that Trinity should become a
sombre community; appropriate
exuberance and fun are a part of
any healthy college life. But Joke
Night moved far beyond that and
was an offense. Once again, I hope
that these measures will remind us
that we cannot tolerate such offenses,
In closing, may I thank the
Special Council for the work which
it has accomplished and for its
recommendations. May I also ask
that the Council continue in its
efforts to improve the academic
and social experience's of minority
undergraduates at Trinity College.
This one affair is but a symptom of
the .disturbing disrespect that
plagues our society. Unless we do
what we can in colleges to address
the causes, then we and the society
shall but suffer the more. Please,
therefore, go on with your work,
and inform me as often as you
think necessary of the ways in
which my office and others can
assist.

Porno Conflict Reflects
"Strained Communication"
characterize the relation between
SGA and the administration at the
moment. The College benefits little
fron\ such an illusory "battle for
power", ^nd the atmosphere of
distrust and miscommunication
which it breeds. Thus, it was the
Committee's sense that a larger
problem involved the ease with
which an initial disagreement over
the virtues of pornography campus
became translated into an angry
confrontation and debate over
power and control.
An objective sharing of views
had led members of the Committee
(which includes students, faculty,
and administration) to see considerable overlap of opinion when
the question of the film was
divorced from other issues.
Minimally, it appeared that few
film
proponents
were
so
adamantly insistent upon the
showing that they were comfortable in totally ignoring the
feelings of those who saw the film
as offensive,:, insulting or
dangerous. Rather, as so often
happens within the politics of
confrontation, those involved had
perhaps lost sight of the importance, worth, or desirability of
the actual issue at hand. Our experience in discussing the issue
had led us to feel that the diversity
of opinion was not as wide as the
initial confrontation would have
had us believe.
To help prevent similar occurrences in the future, the
Committee further proposed that
students, faculty, and administration utilize the committee's framework as a forum for
the exchange of ideas on controversial subjects. It is our hope
that through initial communication
and mutual exchange of opinions,
sufficient common ground on
issues can be established such that
angry confrontations can be
avoided. Politics of communication in a small community
such as ours may well be superior
to the politics of power.

open Monday-Tuesday 8-6 Wedby Ken Grossman
For this food price survey, five nesday-Saturday
4) Stop and Shop 1825 Broad St.
local stores were checked for their
prices on the same pre-selected open Monday-Tuesday 8-6 Weditems. Naturally, many of the nesday-Saturday 8-9, Sundayitems were not available in closed
5) Cumberland Farms, 429
comparable sizes or were simply
not stocked in some of the stores. Washington Ave., open 7 days, 7-10
Pricewise, the best values are
The five stores surveyed,' with
their hours and addresses, were; clearly to be found at Stop and
1) Handy P Pantry, 283 New Shop and Finast. These stores also
have the greatest selection. Often,
Britain Ave., open 7 days, 8-10
2) Pinast, New Britain Ave. store brands are considerably
between Broad and Washington, cheaper than name brands. It is
open Monday-Saturday, 8-9, also possible to conclude that
Handy Pantry is generally the
Sunday until 5.
most expensive of the stores
3) Triangle Foods, 351 surveyed. Triangle Foods, it
should be noted, offers a 10 percent
Washington Ave.
4) Stop and Shop 1825 Broad St. discount to Trinity students.

i

Handy
Pantry

BEVERAGES
Beer—6 pack
Budwelser
Mlchelob
Schaefer
Schlitz

--

Finast

stops
Triangle Shop Cumberland

1.76

-

2.01
1.59
1.64

1.64
1.76

• •

Soda

1.76
2.0L
1.64
1.64

..

.79
.89

.79

Pepsi—64 oz,
Coca-Cola—64 oz.
Cott

.79

.79

.99
.79

.89
**

Fruit Drinks
HI-C46OZ.
Hawaiian Punch 46oz.
Store Brand 46 oz.

.75'
.83

.49

,79

AT

.49
.45

.69

,4H

3.49
--

"•
2,39
"*

' .85
•75

1.09
,93

1.19

' 1.23

.61
.59

.59

,59
.59

.61

.49

.79
i n

Coffee freeze dried
Maxim—8 oz.
Sanka—4oz.
Taster's Choice

2.19
2.09

Tea—48 Bags
Lipton
'
Tetley
<

1.23
• •

Hot Cocoa Mix
Nestle's—14 oz.

" -

BAKERY GOODS
White Bread
Arnold l i b .
Store Brand 22 oz.
Cereal
Cheerlos7oz.
Cocoa-Puffs 8 oz.
Frosted Flakes—10 oz.
15 oz.
RIceKrisples.lOoz.
13 oz.

.69

..

,83

.87

"

1.05

.89

. -

.45

.65
**

3.49
1.79
1.79

1.85
1.99 *

1.13

.85
.75

t

\
1.19

.59
.59
.49
.69
.63

• •

--

.65

AD

1.43

''

.59
.59

01

.81

,

.65
.65

-

•73
—
.99

"

Cookies

Oreos
Crackers
Premium Saltines 7 oz.
lib.

.69

DAIRY PRODUCTS
American Cheese—16 slices
1.47
Kraft.
Store Brand
Eggs dozen large
Store Brand

.79

Stick Margarine—1 Ib.
Flelschmann's
Imperial
'
Store Brand

---

.77

Milk—1/2 gallon regular
1/2 gallon skim

.77

Yogurt
Store Brand
CANNED GOODS
Tuna-solid white—7 oz.
Bumble Bee
Chicken of the Sea
Starklst

• -

1.07
•

Ketchup
Heinz—14 oz.

"

.

1.25
1.09

Soups—10 2/4 oz.
Campbell Tomato
Campbell Chicken Noodle»'

.26
.30

•»5

/69

.49
.83

1.35
1,09

1.39
--

1.25
1.15

.83

.79

.83

,85 -

.89
.89
.49

.89

-•
.99

--

.79
.73
.55

.88
.88

.89
.89

.88

•75

.89

75 ,•

.29

.39

.25

.25

.79
.75
.75

.99
..

.89
.79
.75

.99
..85

.48

.59

.69

.89
1.19

.18
.21

.25
,30

.79
.75
.69

-

I

.59

Peanut Butter
Skippy-smooth—12 oz.
18 oz.

-•

.69

.99

.99
1.19

.18
.21

.25
.29

.

- •

-

LUNCH MEATS
Genoa Salami 1/4 Ib.
Roast Beef 1/4 Ib.
Pastrami 1/4 Ib.

-

.79
.75

.

Givt :

- -

.93

-

•

.75
1.19
.75

•

•

'
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Faculty Close-Up: Dr. Joseph Bronzino, Ph.D.
by Leigh Breslau
} ' In September, 1974 the seeds of
Wft
innovative concept were
#
Dlanted at Trinity. Dr. Joseph
Bronzino of the Engineering
^department started his plan of
creating the unique "HospitalBased Clinical Engineering
program". This unprecedented
educational experience is the only
one of its type in the entire country.

Biomedical engineers are integral to medicine today.
Technology has developed so

that are of interest to more than
just the hospital.

personnel meet at the beginning,
midpoint, and close of the rotation
to discuss problems and future
action.

More and more evidence indicates that social reform, i.e.
improved housing, sanitation, and
education, produces a greater
health improvement picture than
more doctors at lower fees.
Bronzino's
research
on
malnutrition seems to support this
theory. He stated that both of his
research projects are well-staffed
with many Trinity students from
physical, chemical, and biological
disciplines.

James A. Walls, a graduate of
the University of Connecticut was
Hospital directors have been
quickly that without highly trained the first applicant accepted in 1975.
engineers medical practice might His program is unique in that he thrilled with the individuals in the
all but halt as we presently know it. spends an entire two years (in- program, and the results of this
Accordingly, Bronzino has set out stead of the usual 7 weeks to 7 educational experience. Walls has
to create "a base from which , months) rotating in hospital already developed a gadget for the
medical engineers can assist departments as a working member physical medicine department
Clinical engineers, according to health officials in providing health ~ of the medical team. While other which signals a rehabilitation
clinical engineering programs patient when he is working his
Bronzino have a three-fold task; care."
emphasize
the academic, Walls muscles hard enough, and a device
applying specific expertise to solve
Throughout the interview
and
his
new
cohort
Brad Stern, find which analyzes and measures gas Bronzino mentioned his practice of
the technical problems of the
Along with Dr. Raymond Duff of
components
of
air
in
the
lungs
of
scientist, closing Sie gap between Hartford Hospital, Bronzino ob- their training hospital-based, babies on respirators.
leaving the college at various
modern technological advances tained a $10,000.00 grant to begin taking night courses at Hartford
times to visit other institutions and
Graduate
Center.
What
makes
this
and the scientist's knowledge of the project at Hartford Hospital.
centers. He feels that the Trinity
Bronzinp and his co-workers at faculty has to avoid isolating and
technology, and finally, applying The money was received from the program more creative j s the
engineering
concepts
and Combined Hospitals Fund; a local' " process of evaluation. Bronzino, Hartford Hospital and Hartford insulating itself from the rest of the
techniques to investigation and annual campaign in which Duff (now replaced by Dr. Donald Graduate Center hope to expand world. By doing so, they would
* exploration of biological processes. businesses fund unusual projects Brown), the students, and Hospital the program to involve six students seriously impair their further
per year, maintaining, as Bronzino learning. It is this belief that drives
said, an approach of "high quality Bronzino to expand his Clinical
and low quantity," of the number Engineering program to the Eight
of those applying only 4% are Hospital Consortium in Hartford,
accepted.
and to join in national research
by Merrill O'Brien
projects, and to contribute conWoolley's
assistant
who
adMBOG members Larry Papel
Nelson, was unreasonable. Papel
- tinuously to the world of science
Bronzino is a compact, intense and medicine through articles in
and Larry Golden wrote a letter to ministered the technical part of the
took his complaint to Vice,Uhe Tripod editor (April 13) production setup, attributed the
President of the College Tom man. He is not simply interested in journals. His book from Mosby
• jpasserting that two college facilities discrepancy in estimates to normal
Smith, who subsequently sent his work, he is enthused. He went Publishers of St. Louis, Technology
tried to charge them unfair prices. Austin Arts Center procedures for
Nelson a letter requesting that she from file to file finding every bit of for Patient Care, Current ApMembers of two facilities involved, booking touring productions.
substantiate the $75 price by information required for this ar- plications, Implications for
ticle. He emanates a warmth Tomorrow will be released in May.
"the Austin Arts Center and "Woolley," he said, "had asked the
itemizing expenditures.
Cinestudio, were asked to respond. Stage Company how many stage
Nelson complied with a list rarely excelled. His interest in
The Austin Arts Center incident areas needed lighting. The Com- which set $45 as the lowest price for people is evidenced by his own
This is the first in a series of
involved the rental price of pany answered five and Woolley
showing a 35 millimeter film, research. He has developed a
Goodwin Auditorium for the estimated how much it would cost
provided.the sponsor provides an device which optically determines, articles that will appear in the
production of Workman, Work- to light five stage areas with four
approved staff and his or her own in conjunction with a computer, Tripod during the 1976-77 season.
eye damage, and is working on the
man, Whoever You Are . . . by the lights per area, a normal practice booking service.
of protein deficiency on
.Hartford Stage Company. Papel for optimum lighting effects."
Nelson feels; however, that the effects
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks
asked John Woolley of the Theater
The second estimate Woolley price is not representative of brain development, a project with
implications. As the presents an All College Cocktail
Arts Department to contact the gave Papel involved hanging only
Cinestudio's actual expenses to far-reaching
Stage Company to determine the one light per stage area which show each film. She feels that more Congress considers the numerous Sip honoring seniors. The event
Health
Insurance will be held May 7 at 8 o'clock in
proposed cost for preparation of allowed for a $30 decrease in the careful accounting will have to be National
proposals,
a
key
issue
appears
to the Red Room Mather Dining
the auditorium. Woolley gave estimated cost of labor.
undertaken during the summer, be whether social or medical
Papel an estimate of $55. Papel,
According to Taber, if Papel had and that a new admission price will changes can improve health in the Room. Music will" be provided by
considered this too high-and called specified that he wanted the bare be set in the fall.
De Jave. This will be a semiUnited States.
the Stage Company himself. A minimum in accommodations for
formal affair.
! spokesman from the Company the Stage Company when he first
l explained the exact amount of called, Woolley would have offered
'preparation necessary to Papel. the lower estimate first.
JpPapel then forwarded this in"It's not Woolley's job," Taber
i formation to Woolley, who revised explained, "to specify to a touring
I the earlier estimate to $25.
company intending to use Goodwin by Stephanie Boryk
| - Papel concluded from the $30 Auditorium that their production is
Next year we anticipate ah
AIESEC—Trinity,
an
in- with labor relations for Hitachi,
>
difference in between the two to be run with a minimum of ternational
Ltd. in Tokyo, Japan, will be expansion of our program to in1
organization
of
estimates that Woolley was equipment."
business and economics students, traveling the farthest for his in- clude more area businesses and
. "featherbedding" or providing
organizations and more students.
has been very active in the past ternship.
unnecessary work hours for
Ellen Mann will be employed by The work experience is an unIn the Ginestudio affair, Papel few months. The efforts of the
; student technicians -at MBOG's felt the price for showing a film, set group in visiting area businesses Swissair in Zurich, Switzerland for forgettable one; it provides an
• expense. Ben Taber, John at $75 by Cinestudio manager Mary and organizations to raise in- 2 to 3 months. Jack Orrick will be invaluable cultural exchange. If
ternships for foreign students have working a longer period of time, 6 you are interested in becoming
proved- worthwhile to seventeen months, in Milan, Italy while involved with AIESEC—Trinity
students, both Trinity and foreign holding a position in a phar- and would like further information
maceutical firm. The students concerning its operations, please
students.
contact Peter Bielak, president;
At the recent International from abroad will begin arriving in Charlie Bathke, vice president of.
the
area
in
mid-June
and
will
be
Congress held in Vienna, where the
solicitations; or Mark Kupferberg,
matching process of students and coming from France, Germany, past president and national officer.
jobs occurred, ten Trinity students Switzerland, and Hong Kong.
Dr. Samuel Hendel, Trinity if the peasantry had not been were matched with positions in
College professor of political provoked into mass resistance; if several areas of the Eastern
science, editor of The Politics of the finest Soviet officers had not hemisphere and seven foreign
Confrontation and a national vice- perished before the war; and if students will be venturing to the
chairperson of the American Civil moderating the tempo had brought Hartford area for a meaningful
Liberties Union, participated in a greater loyalty and cohesion."
work experience. The period of
On the other hand, Hendel ex- employment for our students by Donald Romanik
foundation-sponsored international
Trinity College's 1976 Legislative dependent study. Participants
symposium on "Terrorism in the pressed the opinion that despite ranges from 6 weeks to 6 months
Internship
Program formally were required to spend at least
some
continuing
travesties
and
-Contemporary World" on April 26
and the positions range from ended the semester's
activities twenty hours per week at the state
to April 28, at Glassboro State perversions of justice in the banking and stock exchange work with a banquet held on Wednesday,
capitol, performing various duties
College, the scene of the critical U.S.S.R. today and despite the lack to tourism and public ad- April 28, attended by the interns, including legislative research,
,
Johnson-Kosygin meeting in 1967, of established
institutional ministration.
their legislators, and other invited constituent service, and serving as
[ . the first face-to-face attempt by safeguards to make the rise of a
all-around administrative
The Trinity group and the op- public officials.
''heads of the American and Soviet new, capricious and even paranoid portunities in store for them are as
The evening's program included assistants.. Legislative work was
states to put limits on the nuclear dictator impossible, it was im- follows: Charlie Bathke will be a presentation by Dr. Clyde D. supplemented by the interns taking
arms race.
probable that this would happen working for a service company in McKee of the Political Science two related courses on campus.
"The internship is one of the best
for a variety of reasons:.power is Zagreb, Yugoslavia, for a 6 week Depa rtment, faculty director of the
The symposium, which was shared collegeally on the highest period this summer. Also Internship; and a preliminary academic experiences I've had atattended by scholars, authors, level and each of the leaders un- travelling to eastern Europe for report on a project dealing with the Trinity," remarked Jeff Meltzer, a
^government officials from many derstands the risks involved in the the summer will be Stephanie effect of the media on the junior economics major. "I've
countries in the world, featured 30 concentration of power in a single Boryk who will be working in legislative process, conducted by really gained many insights into
panels dealing'with such diverse set of,hands; there is widespread Belgrade, Yugoslavia, at Putnik, Don Romanik and Bruce Wessel, both Connecticut state government
topics as the Political Bases of recognition that the massive use of the state tourist agency, and Steve teaching assistants of the and the entire political process,"
Meltzer said.
Terrorism, Ideological Bases of terror would slow economic Cecil, who will work as an program.
Terrorism, The Jewish Holocaust, progress, alienate foreign com- economist at a travel agency in the
The ten students who parThe interns themselves perTerrorism in Ireland, Terrorism in munist parties and prove coun- coastal town of Rijeka.
formed a skit, satirizing various ticipated in this year's program
'he Middle East, An International terproductive from a Soviet point
Peter Bielak, the president of personalities and situations of the were Don, Berry, Mike Cohen,
•j. Criminal Court, and Governmental of view; and some important steps AIESEC—Trinity, is heading to the current session of the Connecticut Livia DeFilippis, Walter Jabs,
O'Brien, Simon Lewis, Jeff
Policy Response to Terrorism. /
were taken after the death ot ancient city of Athens for a 6 week General Assembly.
Hendel's main paper dealt with Stalin, as Western legal specialists position with a Greek stock exThis year, the Internship was Meltzer, Jeff Sands, Margaret
The Price and Prospects of recognize, in the attempt to change. Mike Flis leaves for conducted as a two-credit in- Smith and Carl Torrey.
Terror in the U.S.S.R." With eliminate or moderate those Go*teburg, Sweden in the early fall
respect to the uses of terror to features of the Soviet legal system for a 3 month internship working
accomplish the objectives of rapid which had permitted the disguise for the city in public administration. Jim Gascoigne will
industrialization and collec- of •terror in legal form.
also be in Sweden, in Lund, em""vization, he stated that:
ployed by a banking firm for two
When officials broached plans to
months in the fall.
"The great transformation
(CPS)—-Fittingly enough, the
turn another of Hitler's childhood
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Wean
•j would have been effected much
house
where
Adolph
Hitler
was
Mike Gilman has a 2 month
homes into a museum, Socialist
more quickly and efficiently: if Lounge, Ms. Gay McDougall, position
in
the
Am- born is to be coverted to a school Party leaders protested strongly
attorney-at-law,
will
give
a
radical
stanlin had not destroyed tens of
sterdam—-Rotterdam Bank in the for retarded children, according to enough to convince them to keep
[nousands of scientists, engineers, analysis on the role of black Netherlands where he will be in- the deputy mayor of Braunau,
teachers, doctors and writers; if tvomen in America. The Trinity volved with international banking. Austria. In the past the six room the building in its current use-as a
{""bora of innocent people had community is invited. Sponsored Mark Kupferberg, with his job building has been a library and a funeral parlor.
•**& permitted,,to work as. free .by TCBWO;., r. „3 ; „ , „ „ , , . „ „ , , , , offer of a 2 month project dealing technical school.
m
«n rather than as slave laborers;

MBOG Criticizes Equipment Policies

Students To Work Overseas

Hendel Addresses
Symposium

LIP Ends Semester'sActivities

Karma Conquers AH
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Falcon Illuminates Chilean Plight

by Robert Hurlqck
Tuesday evening, April 27, a
lecture was delivered by Adriana
Falcon on "Chile Today" as one of
the many cultural events sponsored by La Voz Latina in conjunction with their "First Annual
Latin Cultural Awareness Week"
being held April 26-30. Falcon is a
social worker, specializing in
urban development and planning,
and a member of "Chile
Solidarity" of Hartford, an international united organization
whose major goal is to create an
international conscience aware of
the grave situation today in Chile.
Falcon began by contrasting the
political, social, and economic
characteristics and experiences of
the Allende era with those of the

era of Chile's military junta. As it
is well known, in Chile on September 11, 1973, President
Salvador
Allende's
democratically-elected government was overthrown in a military
coup. During Allende's three years
in government, Falcon said that
there existed a "progress moving
progressively through the years"
common of many movements in
other Latin American countries.
She claimed that Chileans were
"very sophisticated politically,"
being very aware of the political
goings-on and policies due to their
confidence in the value of their
individual votes in the democratic
government elections.
As a result, many political
parties developed and operated

Brown Reaches. Out
Through Media
Brown believes that combv Robert .Gibson,. AT
Lou Brown, Third World News munications is a very important
Director of WKND, Connecticut's factor in the Black community. He
first "Soul Station," will speak on feels that Blacks are constantly
"The Role of Blacks in the Media being brainwashed by the media,
and Their Responsibility to the and sees a vital need for dedicated
Black Community" Thursday, and socially responsible Black men
May 6, at 8:00 p.m. in Wean and women to become involved in
Lounge. The informal lecture is the media. "All Blacks, in the
sponsored by the Trinity Coalition media and out, should have a
commitment from everyone in the
of Blacks.
A life-long resident of Hartford, Black community," says Brown.
Brown was educated in the city's
Brown understands the im-.
public school system. Originally a portance of educating the Black
U.S. Post Office employee, Brown
and making it
left his position there to work full community
politically
aware
of what is haptime at WKND in Windsor, Conpening
in
the
Hartford
area, the
necticut.
nation, and the worldr
Brown said that he got involved
Brown's commitment to the
in the news media during the civil Black community has made him
disturbances of the late 1960's "by somewhat of a controversial
accident." He felt that only one figure. He feels that his work in
side of the story was being brought
out, and that the public was not news reporting has led to
harrassment from the Hartford
being well informed.
police. In 1970, he was arrested and
When WKND began broad- charged
with being a member of a
casting in 1968, Brown saw this as a gang
of burglars.
means of reaching the Black
community with a Black perFour years later, he was
spective of the news. Brown began i arrested and charged with inworking part-time at the radio terfering with the work of a police
station, trying to "sell KND to the officer. He simply admonished a
Hartford areas," and is now news policeman for being severely
director and host of "What's On brutal while arresting a Black
Your Mind?" a community man. Brown is still on probation for
oriented talk show.
this case.

Tripod Classifieds
IN AN EFFOKT to better serve the Trinity College Community, each
issue will now Contain a classified ad section. All ad copy must be in
to the Tripod office by Saturday, noon, the week prior to publication.
Cost? An unbelievably low 12 words for $1.00 or multiple thereof (24
'words, $2.00), iOt per word thereafter. What butter way to get rid of
those unwanted textbooks, pieces of furniture, get transportation,
etc???.Box «'s will be,assigned if stamped, self-addressed envelope
is enclosed. Please note payment must accompany ad copy

CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
Name:
Address: .
Tel. No.: .
Ad Copy:.

freely including the Christian
Democratic Party. In 1970, for the
first time, industrial workers from
rural areas were actually given a
share in the distribution of wealth
and were allowed to voice their

dilemma has evolved the international solidarity which is
attempting to assert economic and
political pressure on the Chilean
junta. There have been many cries
accusing the junta of outright
violations of human rights also.

opinions without^hesitation. Many
of these reforms, however, did
pose a severe threat to certain
economic interests, resulting in
some criticism of the Allende
government and policies.
In the political and social sectors
of the Chilean society, active
participation greatly increased.
Health centers were established
through the government and price
controls were installed for basic
commodities. Falcon claimed
there was "more expression in
every field" including music, art,
and literature, Unemployment
dropped to a low 496 as unions
grew.

have remained in power without
the support of the U.S. The '
organization's present goal is "to
influence...the House International
Affairs Committee to adopt in
committee a cut-off of the military
aid to Chile for the Fiscal Year
1977," Falcon said. She raised an
Criticism has been directed important question...Should the
towards the U.S. which im- U.S. government be aiding a
mediately recognized the military country whose very government
dictatorship as the representative is contradictory to the American
government of the people of Chile concept of "democracy", to a
after it came to power. There have country whose government has
been calls for a halt to all military clearly violated all basic human
and economic aid to the dic-rights? Anyone interested in
tatorship. The "Chile Solidarity" voicing their opinion is urged to
claims that the junta could not write to their Congressman.

Symposium; To Relate;
Lit. To Life

The Senior English Symposium outside perspectives to the topic.
But these good times were soon will be held on Thursday, May 13. The discussion will begin at 7 p jn.
to end with the military coup This year instead of a speaker, in Garmany Hall of the Austin Arts
taking place in 1973. A military there will be an informal Center. It will be followed by a
dictatorship was established along discussion among faculty and reception.
A pre-symposium meeting will
with the abolition of the students of the English Departbe held this Tuesday, May 4 in
democratic government, the ment on the following topic:
dissolution of the Parliament, the
What is (or should be) the Goodwin Lounge at 4 p.m. to
suppression of political parties, relationship of the study of finalize the format of the symposium. Senior English majors and
and the nullification of the Con- literature to life?
stitution. The military junta
The Trinity Community is in- English Department Faculty
claimed absolute power and vited to participate in the members are encouraged to attend
authority over all matters. "All discussion, bringing any relevant this meeting.
that can be characterized as a
democratic government had been
Right now, up until June 15th, you canflyroundtnp from
killed," Falcon stated. Many
New York to Luxembourg for only $360.
political leaders and private
That's $106 less than the youth fare you'd pay on any
citizens were accused of crimes
other scheduled airline. (From Chicago you pay $401 and
and imprisoned unjustly and
save $106.) All you have to do is be under the age of 24.
tortured brutally by the governThere are no booking restrictions. And no skimping on
ment in addition to the thousands
. meals or service. Because we give you the same service
you'd get from other airlines, without the same high
of people executed, she said.
costs. So, if you're planning on Europe,flywith us on
Icelandic. We'll give you more than the lowest '
Economic degeneration acyouth fares.
companied the new government
We'll give you the best deal.
with a giant jump to a 25% level of
,S"i( i/iiiu hiiiilaqi'iilni
mill hiltrliniitii
iuliw.
Hi/it « CX.tiM fifthAn
inn ,.V1 , \ 1 ItllUH (!i nilllnll lui (infl)'•'>'' I 'I '
unemployment and a drop in
average wages "All free medical
services had been eliminated and
one-fifth of all Chileans were living
in 'extreme poverty,' " Falcon
said.
Summing it up, Falcon said,
"The social cost of this experiment
was expensive, trying to break the
resistance of a people who have
always achieved, but it has only
strengthened their resistance
against the government." Out of a
growing awareness of the Chilean

$a¥e$106oii jet faresy
to Europe nod book
any tittie you want

Icelandic

LOWEST J E T FARES T O EUROPE OF ANY SCHEDULED AIRH1ME

ABC
PIZZA HOUSE
(ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE)

287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Sfaron. Prop.
Payment Enclosed:

Whether you're getting
aB.A.
Or M.B.A.
OraPh.D.
We can reserve a room
Sheraton understands about graduations and
helps make the weekend easier. With beautiful facilities. Comfortable beds. Delicious food.
And a great staff to help you at any time.
For reservations call 800-325-3535.

The Sheraton-Hartford Hotel

•
•
•
•

DELICIOUS PIZZA
HOT OVEN GRINDERS
ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
SPAGHETTI

Phone 247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIZZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 PIZZAS • ANY SIZE - GET THE 5th ONE FREE
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Arts and Criticism
Review

Friday At The Theatre

ny Maryann Crea
On Friday and Saturday nights,
two relatively small but very
enthusiastic audiences were
treated to four of the finest theatre
productions to be held at Trinity
this year. The Theatre Arts
Department presented the Senior
Repertory, a series of studentdirected plays which included The
Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-inthe-Moon Marigolds (to be affectionately known as "Marigolds"
from now on), by Paul Zindel, The
Kramer, by Mark Mendoff, The
Lover, by Harold Pinter, and
Fortune and Men's Eyes, by John
Herbert. The series incorporated
one basic multi-level set designed
by Peter Phinney which was then
dressed accordingly for individual
plays. It was very well designed for
the purpose it served, utilizing
most of the stage space, and being
in turn well utilized in all four
plays. The prop design for each
play was interesting and appropriate.
-

Scene from Marigold

senior

Review

. . . And Then Saturday
by Kenzie Carpenter
the need for illusion when engaging
Two dramatic plays of a widely in sexual activity can be made into
differing nature were presented in a reality within the marriage itself.
Austin Arts Center on Saturday This is done, at first to Sarah's
night, completing a series of four terror, and then to her delight.
plays directed by senior theatre
On the whole Steven Triggs and
arts majors. It is a real pity that Ann Newhall were highly atonly one performance of each play tractive as the couple, handling the
was able to be arranged, as the staccato Pinter dialogue with a
hard work and talent evidenced good sense of timing and comedic
by these four productions certainly skill. However Ann Newhall's
merited a longer run. Saturday performance seemed somewhat
night's fare consisted of The Lover mannered at times, even when one
by Harold Pinter and Fortune and considers the flat, stilted nature of
Men's Eyes, by John Herbert. The Pinter's lines. She* looked lovely,
former was a short, amusing piece but her movements had a posed
that dealt with sexual games quality that tended to denote arplayed between two people in a tificiality
rather
than
"modern day" marriage, and the sophistication.
In general,
latter a grim, shocking account of however* she and Steven Triggs
prison life and the desperate played to each other with the right
games played by the inmates. to combination of brittleness, wry
survive the jungle-like nature of amusement and sexuality. Susan
their world. Both plays, jux- Ellman, as the director, should be
taposed, provided a vividly con- commended for handling this
trasting evening of theatre.
Pinter play with such control and
In The Lover, Sarah and intelligence. The only technical
Richard, an upper-middle-class problem, and" it was probably an
English couple, have devised a unavoidable one, was the slowness
game, an arrangement wherein between scene changes, which
the "respectable" husband-and- tended to hinder the momentum
wife relationship is firmly somewhat: But other than that The
separated from the more Lover was a most effective
p a s s i o n a t e l o v e r - m i s t r e s s production on all counts.
relationship within the framework^
Fortune and Men's Eyes is a play
of their marriage. The twist here is
that Sarah and Richard play both whose prime thrust is at the
roles. In the morning and evening, emotions. It seems to grab us up by
they are husband-and-wife, the scruff of the neck and shake us
complete with cocktails, per- out of our self-centered com?
functory ("Bad traffic?" "No. placency, as if to say' 'Look. This is
Quite good traffic actually.") how men become animals; any
conversation, and absent-minded man can become brutalized if you
kisses on the cheek. No sex, no treat him the 'right' way." The
passion, no communication - just setting is a prison cell shared by
two terribly
sophisticated, three men. A fourth is ushered in, a
respectably "married" people who newcomer named Smitty (Jim
hurl witticisms into the ,air at each Pratzon), and from this point on we
other like just so many darts. The see the de-humanizing process go
afternoons, however, are different. to work. The prison is a jungle
Sarah is out of her housecoat and where the strongest rule by means
into a slinky black velvet dress, of brute force, and the weak have
and Richard becomes "Max" the no choice, but to acquiesce.
lover, an infinitely looser, more Homosexuality is the watchword,
dashing figure. Together they used by some as an instrument of
engage in a number of sexual cat- power and by others as an escape
and-mouse games that coun- valve from the binding loneliness
terbalance in terms of "kinkiness", of captivity. Men Warn to operate
and imagination the sterility of by their instincts, playing off one
their married relationship. fellow prisoner against another in
However from the very start of the order to maintain their inplay, Richard has shown a desire dependence. There is no room in
to incorporate the "two relation- this world for any decency or
ships into one, to merge their roles compassion, as Smitty learns, and
as "lover" and "whore" into that his only recourse is to become as
, of "husband" and "wife", so that
(Continued on page 8)

than through any particular sense character with more success than
of character caught by Wells. The Sutro, frequently showing a deep
same was true of Tillie, though in understanding of the simple, yet
Condon's case this may have been dignified Carol May. I recall
caused partly by her appearance especially well her first scene
on the stage. She was a bit too large alone with Kramer when she exfor her part, too buxom, too pretty, pressed her sympathy and desire
and too energetic for someone who to help him. The feeling there was
was definitely an introverted and real.
shy chijd. Tillie was the kind of
The special surprise of the
child who lived much of the time in evening was John Lebeaux's
her own quiet world. She would portrayal of Art Malin in The
appear to be a shadow, and then Kramer. Throughout the play we
suddenly, when caught off guard, watch the movements of Kramer
one could glimpse in her a secret with amusement and then growing
excitement and energy. Condon dismay. He had the spotlight until
caught this character to a degree, we realize that we are seeing him
especially in her opening and in Malin's world, and it actually in
closing monologues, but her the way that he effects Malin's
performance, though it was con- personality that we see Kramer. It
vincing, was not spectacular. Both is Malin who goes through the
these parts could have used more subtle changes as Kramer's insubtlty and consistence. One felt as fluence increases. He is the one
though they ware popping in and continuous character in the play.
out of character as they popped on All the other characters come and
and off stage. Their performances go against the background of
lacked the sustained quality of Malin. Lebeau's rendering of Art
DelGiudice's.
Malin was sensitive and
The series opened with Paul
thoughtful. He carried the subtle
All
in
all,
Egbert
avoided
the
two
Zindel's play, Marigolds. Directed
by Susan Egbert, it set thetonefor problems inherent in Marigolds, shifts of character beautifully and
the remainder of the shows with its o v e r s e n t i m e n t a l i t y , a n d retained a constant energy
high quality performances in all caricaturization, but at the same throughout. His was a truly fine
roles. The part of Beatrice Hun- time, the actors seemed to be performance.
holding back something. Though
sdorfer,
played
by Judy
Technically, both Marigolds and
the energy was there, it was often The Kramer seemed to have some
DelGiudice, was difficult in that it
required the portrayal of the diffused and the play lacked trouble. Marigolds, the only show
familiar figure of the middle-aged tightness and consistency. These of the four which utilized music as
problems remained
minor, an actual part of the total effect,
slattern, yet could not tolerate a
caricaturization. Though her however, to a degree that the seemed to have technical trouble
telephone monologues came audience was still presented with a with it. Though the music was well-

reperborq

dangerously close at points to a
television comedienne going for a
laugh, DelGiudice managed for the
most part to avoid this pitfall. She
avoided the temptation to
caricaturize and instead dug
deeply into her character, finding
the depth and pathos of Beatrice as
well as her humor. This came
across especially well in her
relationship with her daughters,
which, without caution, could have
lead to a very wrong interpretation. The good-natured
affection she held for her
daughters came through even as
she created problems for them.
Beatrice was not a malevolent
person and this was well portrayed.
Ruth and Tillie, played by Mary
Wells and Eileen Condon showed
less of the depth that was so clear
in Beatrice. Though Wells carried
the many shifts of character well,
Ruth was a relatively flat
character. Her deep insecurity
came through in her lines, rather

coherent, accurate, and sensitive suited to its purpose, it was uninterpretation of the play. It was a fortunately technically enough
unbalanced to defeat its purpose.
very enjoyable experience.
The Kramer followed in the Though it was meant to unify the
tradition of the plays directed by play by its repetition between
Jim Furlong this year in its clear scenes, it managed to have a
and careful direction which gave it disjointing effect by being too loud
a unity and consistence that and appearing and disappearing
Marigolds sometimes lacked. The too suddenly. Had it been softer
lighting design, sharp and and had it faded in and out more
fragmenting throughout, had much discreetly, it would have perto do with this, the definite formed its function beautifully.
separations between scenes being
The other technical problem
inherent in the script.
which appeared in all four shows
Furlong's casting, as usual, was was in the lighting. Though the
impeccable, Peter Phinney cap- lighting as a whole was well
turing the character and airs of designed, the technical aspect
Kramer perfectly. His per- caused problems. Light cues did
formance seemed to lack nothing not run smoothly and were
and was executed surely and with frequently quite obvious to the
ease. Margi Sutro and Tucker audience. There were several
Ewing, in the roles of Judi and instances of completely wrong
Carol May, were both up to par.' cues which gave a sloppy apThough both characters were pearance to the overall effect. This
potentially flat, they were well was unfortunate because, with a
enough interpreted to make them bit more technical rehearsal, four
interesting. Ms. Ewing seemed to very fine shows could have been
'
catch the subtleties of her even better.
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Scene from The Kramer
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•More Impressions of Senior Repertory
>
, Fortune and Men's Eyes

Lover
Marked by complex, constantly
changing characterizations, The
Lover is a challenging play to
produce. Pinter's language is
sparse, placing the burden of
conveying these changes upon the
actors. Anne Newhall as Sarah,
wasat first the proper British wife,
who her husband is proud to escort
to the hunt ball and who prepares
beef bourginon for dinner. She then
became an extremely sensual
woman, fulfilling her role as her
' husband's "whore." Steven Triggs
was alternately a milquetoast
businessman, full of questions
about the progress of his wife's
illicit affair, and an aggressive
lover, beating drums to arouse his
partner.
Tollman's direction emphasized

the language of this play, giving
each word the importance it
needed. The clear, deliberate
delivery of both Anne and Steven
helped the audience's comprehension of the play's quickly
shifting plot. .Susan also conveyed
the changing relationship between
the two characters by careful
direction of their physical contact.
When husband and wife, they
exchanged only a perfunctory peck
on the cheek, whereas their other
scenes included a great deal of
sexual contact. This diochotomy
between the couple's intellectual
and physical relationships form
the play's basic thrust; by capturing this successfully, the Senior
Repertory presented an intelligent
production of Pinter's work.

by Margaret Draper
Dowerful,
the Senior
Repertory Another
Emotionally
and physically
"get evenscene,
with where
all of them."
production of Fortune and Men's confronted a fellow inmate,,
Smitty •
captured the hostile atmosphere of Monsa, showed the emotional
prison life; as Smitty states in the tension existing between the five
play's beginning, "It's a whole characters. Richard Secunda, as
different world from the outside." Queenie, played up the effeminate
Timothy Angle's direction helped characteristics of his role without
convey this sense of isolation from masking the innate instincts which
have kept Queenie in a favorable
the world beyond the cell walls.
Smitty's transformation from a position among the prison staff.
naieve newcomer to "king of the Jim Abrams as Rocky and Robert
block" was played convincingly by Rovezzi " a s Mona conveyed
Jim Pratzon. The frustration and diametrically opposed methods of
anger caused by living in a prison 'coping with prison life. Tough and
environment came through aggressive, Rocky tried to impress
dramatically in the last scene, others with the power and status he
when, alone on stage, he vows to never had. Mona retreated into a

^ of books, coming out from
world
under his shell only when sexually
propositioned by Smitty. Rusty
Hicks' portrayal of an old, cynical
guard trying to live through the
last months of an unsatisfying job
was also convincing.
Angle's direction was very taunt
and fast-paced; dialogue in the jail
cell was extremely quick, and
sometimes missed by the
audience. This production,
however, did capture the incredible tension of the prison cell
through the energetic performances and blocking of the
major confrontations between the
characters.

•'Ad'Hoc- Players-,

Trinity Reviewed
by Wendy Wellesley Woodward
With tongues firmly planted in
cheeks, the Trinity Ad Hoc Players
sang, danced, and joked their way
through an original revue,
"Nothing Sacred, Nothing Gained"
Wednesday and Thursday nights.
Written by and starring Andy
Friedman, Dan Kehoe, Matt
Quigly, and Peter Van Sickle, the
production also featured the
talents of Nancy Barber, Mary
Desmond, Laurie Grauel, Delia
Marshall, Joli Miller and Harriet
Smith.
As suggested by the title, no
aspect of life at Trinity went unscathed,—deans, professors, and
even fellow students fell victim to
the caustic wit of the players.
SAGA, the perennial butt of
campus humor, received an
especially irreverent (though welldeserved) treatment. The skits
were generally well-paced and
humorous,
especially
the
aforementioned SAGA number and
the "News Report."
The performances showed a
great deal of energy, enthusiasm,

and even talent! Especially
noteworthy were Peter Van
Syckle's imitations; I closed my
eyes during his Godfather number,
and thought I was at The Place.
Matt Quigly and Andy Friedman
certainly earned their Topsiders
with their rendition of "Ode To
Preppies." I doubt if St. A's will be
rushing either of these gentlemen
in the near future. Dan Kehoe
displayed talents previously
unknown on campus except to
those of us who live within hearing
range of the carillon. The six ladies
added their own special talents to
the revue. Although their singing
sometimes reached new heights
(or should I say depths) of
atonality, their enthusiasm and
courage carried them through
"The Major's Song."
One of the verses of the opening
song-said that only the performers'
friends would come to the show; if
this was true (which I doubt,
judging from the size of the crowd
in Garmany), some folks missed
an enjoyable evening.

Saturday Continued
(Continued from page 5)
hard as the others so that he may
one day "get even". It is a chilling
transformation to witness.
This kind of drama requires
acting on a high-intensity level,
and the four performances by
Mssrs. Pratzon, Secunda, Abrams
and Rovezzi fulfilled
this
requirement to an extraordinary
degree. Jim Pratzon's changeover
from an essentially naive, wellmeaning young man serving a
"brief" six-month stint for car
theft into a tough, bitterly resentful
convict is most convincing. He is
the core of the play, and what he
realizes, the audience realizes. Yet
he turns on us at the end of the play
with a warning: "I'll get you all",
implicating us as a part of the
society that has made him this
way. Jim Abrams, too, as Rocky,
had a smoldering, dangerous
quality under that smile of his, like
heat lightening on a summer night.
Rocky is the most brutal character
of the four, self-consciously
masculine yet not above forcing
Smitty into a homosexual act to
The Trinity TRIPOD, vol. 74,
issue 24, April 20, 1976. The
TRtPOD is published weekly on
Tuesdays, except vacations,
during the academic year.
Student subscriptions are included in the student activities
fee; other subscriptions are
$12.00 per year. The TRIPOD is
printed by the Palmer Journal
Register, Palmer, Mass., and
published at Trinity College,
Hartford, Conn. 06106. Secondclass postage paid in Hartford,
Connecticut, under the Act of
March 3,1679. Advertising rates
are $1.80 per column inch, $33.
per quarter page, S62. per half
page, and $120 for a full-page ad.

gain power over him.' Richard
Secunda as Queenie seemed
possessed with a kind of sinister
energy, never still for a minute,
weaving and dancing about the
prison cell like a cobra about to
strike. His transvestite scene was
hysterically funny and horrifying
at the same time. To see both
Rocky and Queenie eventually
overpowered by Smitty was a real
shock, showing us how far Smitty
has come since he entered the
prison cell for the first time.
Robert Rovezzi as the weak, timid,
bookish "Mona" projected a
tortured anxiety that was most
affecting, especially in the final
scene: he provided the perspective
by which the .others' brutality
could be measured. The experience of seeing this play can be
likened to shock-therapy—after
seeing it, we feel zapped with a new
kind of awareness that is not easy
to deal with. All the performances
were excellent, and Timothy Angle
as the director should be given the
credit he deserves for putting it all
together with such devastating
intensity.

CORRECTION
Apologies to Margaret Draper
for the omission of her by-lines on
senior repertory previews.

On Friday, May.7, the Trinity
Pipes will wrap up their 1975-76
season with the annual presentation of "Buttondown Sounds" in
the Washington Room. The show
which comprises the Pipes entire
repertoire of songs will begin at
7:30 pm preceded by the appearance of guest star and former
Pipe David Sutherland who will
sing both original' and popular
songs.
The Pipes have had an extremely busy year, performing at
numerous school functions from
Parents' Weekend to Alumni
conferences and touring through
many of New England's prep
schools. Their selections include a
wide range of music consisting of
songs of America, Cole Porter,
Loggins and Messina, Sergio
Mendez, Joni Mitchell, and many
others. The group is comprised of ten
members: musical director Sarah
Barrett, Seniors Paula Galiette,
Andy Williams, and David Snyder;
J I ONlMAf MM

"a little jazz, a little blues"
Barbara Horowitz
and
Anne Newhall
Jim Moskow—piano
9:30 P.M.
Tuesday, May 4,1976
B.Y.O.B. Faculty Club

s

"""•"Break" heart"
Pass (PG)
ad News
Bad
One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest ( R )
End of the

aStrge&high school studentsl«t your free showcase cinem
(gacouwt card now! saveSC

ALL BRANDS
ALWAYS COLO
ALWAYS IN STOCK
WE DELIVER

Juniors Betsy Tyson and Toby
Chamberlain, Sophomores Kathy
Koch and Doug Thorn; and Freshpersons Anne Fairbanks and Andy
Storch, This is the last performance of this successful season
" and everyone is urged to attend.
Once again that's "Buttondown
Sounds" in the Washington Room
from 7:30 to 9:30 on Friday. Mav 7.
A'dmission is $1.50. Be there, Aloha.

|-«EXIT58-sfLVER"LANE~nOBERTS 5 1
EUTHARTFOPD > HHI1 TEl INFO. JM-M10 •
ACRES CF i ner LIGHTED PAnnlNG- Wfrtono' MASTER ClIAflGE

BEER KEGS

Featuring Hartford's Finest
Selection of Imported & Domestic
Wines and Spirits - MJnSmsHrt Prices.

Photo by Gene Shen

Trinity Pipes

special guest

FRi,r MAY f f 8i30 put

Wesleyan Arena, AAiadletown, Conn.

Tjrkpts .Wesleyan Students $4.00 Advance,4.50 Door
"-"^•General Public $6.00 in Advance,6.50 at Door
tickets available at:
Wesleyan Info Ctr. o Univ. Music in Storrs
® Paperback Booksmith in New London « Plaza Records in Waterhury
a Merle's Records in Miltord
Record Village in Middletown
® Stairway fo Heaven I
• University Music '
n Storrs
• Stichy Fingeri,
• Linden Records f '". H a " t o / d
<§ Cutler's II in New Haven
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PLT (Peace, Love, Truth) On
Bread, One To Go

by Jon Gomberg
and Ti'Maun
#
8
Southworth
An alarming rumor of a pending
eradication has come across the
Arts desk. Plans are being made to
paint over Wheaton Hall, along
withseyeral other dorms. Wheaton
Hall is one of the last bastions of a
unique contemporary art style that
developed out of the creativity that
enjoyed a brief but exciting heyday
here. Perhaps a few comments,
though certainly not a eulogy, are
in order.
Once upon a 1971, friends from
Outer Space came bearing the gifts
of Organic Creativity, Some of

Madore

Many Wrestlers

The wrestlers composed of keys
emergence of an exciting art form
something more. It
that truly wedded form and con- and folders and
1
tent. It is a contemporary mode was serious because the radio
striving and achieving relevance in could be left on and the razor blade
a life style organically derived around the neck corresponds with
from the Creative Process itself. the last name of a desperado. So
Five years after these paintings the poet and the painter are
were realized it can now be said relating to the same square and
that they are a contemporary perhaps the machines are bending
tradition worthy of our protection. over. Sodomy rules all desire and
Art'is not a temporal phenomenon; the object spins. Where are these
to say heartlessly that it should wrestlers? He is a rodeo and the
simply be destroyed is to ignore the swing falling from an exposed
integral part it plays in our lives. limb. More fingers could help him.
Art is the Heart and Soul of Man, to Tremendously. The wet night is a
deny it is to castrate Man himself. real toy and sarcasm is doing
more. There is a culture and then
We agree that the times have there seemed to be a film. Robbechanged and white cinder blocks Grillet's Film. Burroughs can
are much more appropriate to the achieve orgasm while being
present atmosphere. One must sodomised. Real fragments. The
by Arthur Robinson
allow the horse on the college keep up with the times. But we
At the Bicentennial Crafts Fair grounds. Having a guy do without a shouldn't so quickly lose touch with excuse is involving the top of the
the other day; I interviewed a horse wouldn't be unusual enough. our heritage, or our friends from world. Everyone's first masturbation is the end of politics.
member of the Bicentennial SAGA was uncooperative too in Space.
Returning to the wrestlers proved
Committee. He enthusiastically refusing to let us take all their teaThe American people in general
discussed the group's activities bags and dump them in the respect and cherish the objects and to be difficult.
while caressing, one of the cannons swimming pool, although to their examples of our past, and go to
of the quad.
credit they did suggest serving the great lengths to preserve them;
He is here in the seventh century
"In this crafts fair," he said, students meals reminiscent of our community is certainly a
"we're selling things that will those served in Valley Forge. We microcosm of the American A.D. The wall is threatening. He is
bring back to today's young people also submitted a proposal to make Society. Thus, we humbly submit a definitely here in the fourteenth
fond memories of the glorious era our college more like schools two solution to the problem, which century A.D. The Writer on
of the Revolution. Unfortunately, centuries ago and restore the in- might be termed Art versus Or- Holiday has proved to be a fine
Fighter and the coastline is about
we were not granted permission to structors' right to whip students, derliness.
to flagellate. Upon seeing the
sell slaves. Nevertheless, I feel but the SGA didn't pass it. I guess
A special fund should be set up to
that this fair and other activities most students are too used to remove the cinder blocks and re- wrestler dip his brush in the yellow
we have organized will instil in today's drab customs and consider assemble them on the blank front ochre. The formalist painter is
quite exhausted. Lost in
members of the Trinity community the more colorful ones of of the Austin Arts Center. This actually
the nineteenth century. Needing
the spirit of our forefathers."
yesteryear frivolous."
way, Creativity could be ef- the wrestler. He is the symbol of
"What other things have you
Just then some students walked fectively institutionalized and jumping into the geometry of
done?" I asked. "I've noticed the by carrying a split rail on which those who take offense at the sodomy. It is not a pleasant subject
stock you set up in front of there was an enormous grotesque present "unsightly" walls could but the dogs and bishops could be
Mather."
black mass,with white spots all now enjoy them as Art. And those pursuing us at any moment.
"Nice touch, isn't it?" he said over it.
who always appreciated their true Taking his Threats seriously. The
warmly. "Thirteen year's from now
"What's that?!" I exclaimed.
value can feel at ease knowing that wrestler is climbing the hill which
we're commemorating the French - My friend's face brightened. the gifts of our friends will continue suddenly dis-integrates into a strip
Revolution by using the stock as "That's a British foreign exchange to nourish those willing to taste the of film which goes on to rule the
>
part of a guillotine. I am sorry to student who's been tarred and Fruits of Creativity.
higher trapezoids. Yes, the young
say, however, that the college is feathered," he explained.
man from a larger family is
holding out against many of our
"In these days of economic crisis
proving his point: the book can
other inspired ideas."
and violence and so on," he cononly be about itself. Pushing
"What, for example?" I asked. tinued, "we need some distrac"Dancers at an Exhibition" is a everything a bit too far. Many
"Well, we wanted our college tions. Reliving our glorious past group of four Trinity women who early and hazardous revenge
president to model himself after costs a lot of money, but it's the have been working together on plays. Almost reaching the
our country's first president, but best thing for the country." We improvisational movement since wrestler's home The wrestler has
he wouldn't cut down one of the watched the mock battle on the January. At 1:15 p.m., Friday, taken the time to open the door for
elms. He even refused to have his ' quad for a while. "Things were so May 7 the fifth improvisationa us. The wrestler is murdering the
teeth extracted and replaced with calm and peaceful in those days," showing of the spring will be fifth child and yet he appears to be
some hippopotamus teeth he he said with a faraway look in his presented. Please come to the quite relaxed. He is lying. He has
picked up in his travels. The eyes. "That's why people like this space between Summit Street and returned to a more formal critical
apathy in this college starts at the Revolutionary War nostalgia. Life Sciences Center; you will find analysis. Everyone wants the
top," he sighed, shaking his head. Today, things are different. All them dancing somewhere south of system. Giving the expected an"Then on Patriot's Day we wanted those people complaining about South Campus. This series of short swers, A Nice Ruler. A Narrow
to have someone ride through matters as they stand, protesting >
• performances is being sponsored Stream. Cattle behind the pillars.
campus on a horse, yelling to wake the payment of taxes, revolting by the Student Dance Organization The revolutionaries arguing in the
and is open to the public for free Pyrenees. The province of the
everyone up, but B&G refused to against things . . ."
wrestler has been captured. Losing
distinctions. The bell's first signal.
Clothing as signals. Many signals.
The crowd's signal.
99
them settled Wheaton Dorm,
sowing the seeds of their gifts, and
cultivating the Colors of their
visions among the beauteous orchards of their halls and dales. The
harvest of their Exultations was
not for them alone. The visual
cornucopia was a constant source
of sustinence to all of their earthbound friends who knew the true
Joy of their gifts.
If it were simply a sharing
between friends now gone, our
story would end here. However, the
result of that communion was the

A Return To The . . .

the saviour's amusing smile. A
real, martyr also. Oddly. The
regular eight sides. Then
irregular. To sweat is to know
nothing. Nothing and the neuter
wrestler who is casing the tomb.
Everyone wants to know.
Everyone is drawing. Everyone is
watching the wrestlers. The
wrestlers are really not there.
They are here but are plotting their
escape. Everyone is now applauding. Everyone is in the film,
Everyone is "concerned" about
the cutting. Everyone is involved
in the "Blue Blood Cruise."
Everyone could be moving to Soho.
Everyone is in Soho. All the kinds
are walking with the wrestlers.
What are these wrestlers to do?
They are" doing everything and
sleeping ten hours a day. For them,
the morning is a margin and the
rulers are always erect. This gets
to a type of democracy. More
theatres are open also. Evenly.
Everyone is explaining the Other
one. Wrestlers are explaining it to
you. The you of everyone. The
Other cut off from the concept. The
wrestler is beyond "sense." The
wrestler is going to the window. He
is there. He is in the film. He has
given up. The numbers. The
machines and the numbers. The
garage containing the machine and
the numbers. Stopping the
bleeding. The wrestler's necessary
wounds. Bending over for the
second time. Commentary. Repeat
the miracle, emeralds. Our
emeralds. The fusion between
murder and boxes. The Same
Story. Ridiculously Formal... The
Wrestler is very impure and the
fire is smoking. The voyage of the
Bishop.
Uplifting.
Doublemasking. Double-binding. Splitting
the hemisphere. Really there. Is he
here?

Dance

Wads worth

6

'Black Artist In America

Hartford, Conn, — The role of the Tclarke on "The Intellectual Impact Gallery at 8:00 pm on Tuesday,
black artists, although integral to of the African on the Americas". May 11. On Tuesday, May 18, artist
and writer M. Bunch Washington
the history of the arts in America,
Dr. Clarke, a distinguished will talk about the art and life of
has only recently begun to be fully historian, editor and writer,
recognized. As part of its Bicen- teaches in the Department of Black Romare Bearden, black artist
tennial program this year, the and Puerto Rican Studies at whose collage painting, "SHE-BA"
is in the Atheneum Collection. On
Wadsworth Atheneum will present Hunter College in New York City Tuesday;
May 25, illustrator and
a series of three lectures in May and is a Distinguished Visiting author Tom
Feelings will discuss
entitled "The Black Artist in Professor of African History at the his experiences
as a black artist in
America". The public is invited to Africana Studies and Research America and i also in. Africa and
attend without charge for ad- Center at Cornell University. South America.
mission.
Among the many books he has All three lectures in the series
written or edited are, "William
Organized by Mrs. Dollie Styron's Nat turner," "Malcolm "The Black Artist in America" will
McLean, Community Liason for X: The Man and His Time," and be followed by an informa) social
.hour and refreshments. Those
the Atheneum's
Education ','Harlem U.S.A.".
planning'to attend are asked to use
Division, "The Black Artist in
Dr. Clarke will speak in the the museum's Avery Entrance on
America" begins on Tuesday, May
Contemporary Atheneum Square North.
11, with a talk by Dr. John Henrik Atheneum's
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The wrestler, has come to us.
Everyone has enjoyed the nonsense. The containers are still
there They are talking about it.
The numbers inside their pockets.
They desire something even more
insane. Everyone, is involved in
insanity. The word is cut off also.
Finding it. The three tools of the
writer's hand. Realist Literature is
Everyone and Everyone is so
literate. The wrestler chews
slowly. The wrestler knows the
real hero and yet he is still incomplete. The wrestler is always
around. Encircling. /'Steady
downpour.
The morning's
iconography. Ignoring it. Isolation.
Cutting off the hair. The pants of
the wrestler have reached the
ground. The trees and toys of
hermits. The wrestler desires the
The wrestler has stood up. We hermit. Who is the hermit? Who is
are here. The wrestler'could open watching? The desire for keys and
the window. Putting the ruler endings. The desire for holes.
down. The stream that is over- Fitting the paragraph. His face is
flooding. Many winters ago. The turning. The wrestler is Strucice behind the margin. Really turing. The wrestler is searching
cutting-it-up. Still managing to for the sense beyond none-sense.
come after the last wounding. The audience is on anyone's side. It
Managing to respond to theater as will be developed. On his side. The
therapy. A false worker is availing left hemisphere also. Being there.
his services. Dissassociation is Over there. The wrestler is here
working. The God remains. The also. It is here. Not quite here.
wrestler is abusing the colour. The Ending the equivocation. A
colour is behind the ropes. The cultural note to keep the ball
wrestler is now behind the ropes. coloured. Many wrestlers • and
The wrestler wants to speak up. painters are taking a walk.
The wrestler is\ strung up. The
wrestler manages to keep it up.
The up of the pencil is more than
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An Apology
To the Editor:
As people intimately involved in the
planning and execution of Joke Night, we
are dismayed at the repercussions of an
event that was certainly planned innocently
enough and without malice. However, it
presupposes a certain level of maturity and
social discretion. We and our audience
displayed no such discretion and the outcome was disasterous. As a group, we admit
irresponsibility in the scheduling of Joke
Night and apologize for the insensitivity we
demonstrated towards the Black community of this college. It is an illuminating
and disturbing experience to realize that
among an educated group of people there
could be such a blatant lack of respect and
common courtesy; but more disturbing is to
recognize that we are members of that
group.
The M.C. would further like to apologize
for repeating a joke told by a black
comedian on television which may have
been construed as offensive since coming
for a white individual and an official
spokesman for _MBOG. We are also
dismayed at the statement in the Tripod
which substituted the words dirty and racy
with racist, sexual, and ethnic. It is hoped
that the discrepant meaning between these
terms will be recognized.
Those involved in the planning
and execution of Joke Night

Condensed
Views
To the Editor:
I don't know. Maybe some people on this
campus will actually believe that I was
quoted accurately in the Tripod, and that
stance is the one I take, if, indeed, anyone
can take such a moronic stance.
I don't enjoy having my views condensed
and altered to the point of appearing as a
mindless idiot with no idea at all of the
ramifications of "Joke Night". I did not say,
"if not for the girl, everything would have
been okay," and I wouldn't associate with
anyone who did. I did say that while much of
the night was unexpectedly and unfortunately racist and sexist, much of the
night might have caused less of a furor if not
for one incident which struck everyone as so
blatantly racist. But obviously (I thought!)
you cannot blame a single girl. Or an emcee.
Or even the whole mess. Joke Night didn't
create any racism; it merely pointed it up,
which was bad enough. Attacking Joke
Night because of the racism and sexism that
appeared in it is not, unfortunately, getting
anywhere near the source of the problem,
which, it begins to appear, no one is trying to
do, anyway.
I do not enjoy being used by the Tripod
editorial staff as a sad example of how insensitive and simple-minded students on
this campus can be. I hope in the future the
staff will take the time to double check any
items that seem particularly hard to
believe. If not, they shoulcTnot conduct any
interviews at all, and just create their own.
Jim Shepard

Emotionally
Charged
To the Editor:
The whole "joke night" affair was a very
emotionally charged incident. Proposal
number one framed by the Special Council
on Minority Students was evidently a
response from that emotion. This proposal
would stipulate in the college regulations the
suspension of any student using language
abusive to one's race, ethnic origins, sex,
etc. Looking at this proposal in a more
objective, light, we must understand its
implications. If such a proposal were to
enter the college regulations, it would
restrict the free flow of communication upon
which a liberal arts education is founded by
denying Trinity College students their rights
to freedom of speech according to the First
Amendment of the Constitution of the United
States. Before such a proposal is instituted, I
recommend a closer examination of the
legality of these proposals according to
school policy and the law of the land. If such
a proposal is enacted without more careful
examination, I fear this would set a
dangerous precedent by impeding not only
students' rights to freedom of speech, but to
' the people of .the United States as well.
: :
Peter Silkowski'76

On Treating Causes

said that ignorance is one of the primary .
causes of prejudice of any kind, and that
a w a r e n e s s is t h e beginning of an
educational process. However, despite any
number of programs sponsored by student
minority organizations, women's groups, or
college departments, those who could stand
to learn the most seldom attend.
The fourth r e c o m m e n d a t i o n to the
president, that of censure (the expression of
approval or blame), is somewhat in practice
now in regards to Dean Karalis and other
organizers. I agree that they were guilty of
passivity, but to single them out seems to
minimize the importance of the apparent
non-involvement of the entire audience; as I
understand it (although I was not present),
no one vocalized objection or offense at the Anopei
displays of racism or sexism. This general
-As to
apathy, as well a s other incidents of a of the j
prejudicial nature, point out that the
problem lies in the foundation of our sensibilities, and is neither a s superficial nor as
easily resolved a s token action (or token
Wei
blame) would lead us to believe, and ablit
scapegoating must not be allowed to lull any
part of the student body into a false sense of
security or feeling of "liberal equality".
Catherine Spera '78 malev

prosecution of certain individuals for the
faults and tendencies of the college community at large. This college has tried to
Firstly, in the last issue of the Tripod in an maintain that is is a liberal institution in
article about "Joke Night", Jim Shepard regards to prejudices of any nature. The
was paraphrased and then quoted: "...(he) allegations in the issue of April 20,1976 of the
stated that the tone of the evening and the Tripod by Jeannette Witter and others
ensuing controversy was set up by the first undermine this official position. Ms. Witter
girl who stood up and told racist jokes. 'If it stated that "Joke Night" brought out into
hadn't been for that one thing, everything the open prejudices commonly encountered
would have been okay.' " This quotation was in the Trinity community; she also stated
also the basis for concluding remarks in that that efforts to attach the blame to inissue's editorial. The actual quotation was dividuals obscure the fact that the overt
To the college community:
The purpose of this letter is two-fold.

After The
Explosion: The
JokeNite Blues
inaccurate. I w a s present when the interview (by telephone) took place, and
Shepard's statement w a s that a young
woman who told a series of racial jokes set a
precident for the evening and that the intention of the " J o k e Night" was not entertainment at the expense of any group or
individual. He did not state that her contribution to the evening was the sole injustice, nor did he imply that the blame
could be affixed to her (or other joke tellers)
alone. Whether or not Shepard's statement
was idealistic in its expectation of the
students present is not my point. In this
instance, the Tripod is guilty of negligence
in not doublecnecking with its sources, as
well as in implying that he (and a . f e w
others) were entirely to blame for the
evening's proceedings,
The Tripod h a s taken a stand against
racism and sexism. Yet, a t the same time, it
seems to have not presented a clear or full
picture. In its apparent eagerness to take
this stand, it has inaccurately placed blame
at the feet of individuals who have hw>n
publicly misrepresented. This brings up my
second purpose. I question administrative
action in regards to a similar seeming

behavior of a few reflects the feelings of
many. I strongly agree with her. There is an
inverted form of tokenism being practiced
in any attempt to to blame one or several
p e r s o n s for t h e existence' of
this

discrimination; what is really being
punished is the exposing of prejudicial
behavior. The truth in the letter of Ms.
Witter and others seems to be emphatically
denied by this action of the college; the
implication seems to be: surely we must be
a liberal institution if we can point out the
racists and sexists and try to punish them,
This is essentially a letter of futility. The
first three recommendations to the
president by Thomas Smith and Robert
Lindsay are well taken, but idealistic. In
reality, they treat the symptoms, the overt
displays pf prejudice; rather than treat the
cause. The existence of racism or sexism
cannot be eradicated through investigation
of student organizations or through expanded educational opportunities, It can be

Speake

Housing Policy

FreePress
To the Editor:
I would like to express-as best as can be
done on paper, anyway-warm thanks and
affirmation to the Tripod editor and staff.
More adequately than in the recent'past,
this semester's staff has served a key
critical role in the college community. On a
campus where words and thought are
thrown about as casually as the frisbees on
the quad, and where "controversy" has
been reduced to a catchword, the Tripod has
continually probed and challenged the
existing patterns of interaction at this
college. This has not always been so,
however.
The most salient aspect of past Tripods
has been their near total complicity with the
practices, and the whims' of student
government. Whether by choice or by accident editors have usually been the de facto

rubberstamps of the decision of the Administration and the SGA. This semester
has marked a significant change in this
trend; some people, however, have not been
pleased.
For, it seems that, when the pres's is no;
longer an 'assumed ally' (spelled t-o-o-1) of
elected officers, when it no longer blindly
affirms the trivia of student government; in
short, when the newspaper no longer serves
our actors in the forum of let's-pretenddemocracy, then people start getting a little
nervous. 'Out of line! Out of line!' they cry.
To think, that there should be criticism of
these jr. politicians!? .
Well,-once again I am thankful that, for
once, there is an editor who doesn't write
from the hip-pocket of the SGA chairperson.
Thanks, again, for your independence.
Sincerely,
Mac Margolis

Thanks And Protest
Dear Tripod:
On May 1,1976, it rained. As a planner, I
had tried to plan an event-a Big Brothers
Softball Game and Picnic for every Big Bro.
in Hartford. What happened? I went to the
extreme of reserving the Quad from the
"Master Calendar" office. After a couple of
"red tape" rejections, I got it. April 20th I
found out about "Community Day", who
forgot about the. red tape, but wanted to
"play and talk together" on May 1. Unfortunately, that could not be arranged.
On May 1,1976, a friend told me that the
Quad had been left somewhat messy from
the previous night's "event." I went to look,
and she was right. Having to attend to some
other matters pertaining to my event, I went
to look for those "respbnsible"--the Mather
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Dear Dean Tilles,
It has gradually come to my attention that cost
Tl
very little concern is shown by you for and
students who live in Trinity residence halls. disg
The announcement distributed on Friday is thes
an example of this lack of concern.
hav
The subjects of lofts indicates no com- • ditic
munication with students or understanding
of the problems that exist with some of the
tiny rooms on campus. Personal experience
with the "doubles" of Cook and observation
of other small rooms make it obvious that
lofts are needed to approach any degree of
comfort, otherwise a single friend visiting
will constitute a fire hazard. Unless of
course if a loft is not constructed safely, it
should be up to next year's occupant
whether or not he/she wants it. If rooms are
to be painted, this year's occupant could
remove them and sell to next year's occupant to reconstruct. (Why not allow
students to paint their own rooms if they
decide painting is needed, at a savings to the
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\Thanks, Protest\

Hall Board of Governors who had organized
the previous "event." Their (I don't like to
name names) response was negligible at
best. They said I was yelling .too loud, so I
went to "Community Day" to speak on what
happened and to try and get some help to
clean up the Quad. Somehow (and THANK
YOU to THOSE who did) the Quad looked
like it did before the "event.". On May 1, 1976, it started pouring 1:00
P.M., so-we went to the movies,
Sincerely
(as often as possible),
BIG BRO, AND BIG SIS.
Class of'76
P.S. I F I N T E R E S T E D , P L E A S E C O N TACT.
••• ••••••• • • ••-•-•:' , ••.'--.
•

To the Editor:
As everyone knows, MBOG sponsored
"Dr. Feelgood" in concert on Friday night.
We would like to thank all the people down at
Buildings and Grounds who helped us immensely with the complicated electrical
work and with the clean-up on Saturday
morning. We are aware of a complaint
regarding the amount of trash left on the
quad after the concert, and we would like to
take this opportunity to inform the complainant that B&G had promised us they
would clean the quad by noon the next day.
If the complainant or the Master Calendar
Office had alerted us that there was an event
planned for the quad on the day following
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Hello Rationalization Hour

Theatre Lambastes
MBOG
n letter to the MBOG:
e year draws to a close, we, members
college community interested in the
e Department, would like to give our
ations concerning your rudimentary,
mitive-sense of propriety and timing,
ike concerts as well as anyone. We
;e acting in and staging plays, so it
come as no surprise to you that we
i love audiences. However, our
s concerning concerts lean towards
olence when said concerts are
led opposite opening nights of our
Wances. This has happened to us at
if?ce this year, notably when "Saved"
n "Climax Blues Band" and last
id, when Senior Rep. was forced to
Tith "Dr. Feelgood."
theatre schedule for each year is
up at the end of the previous year;
• next year's schedule is being
ped now. Since theatre productions
e a tremendous amount of time and
by tech crews and performers, the
iijg schedule is rather inflexible. The
Dr the various productions are torn
the moment the show, closes to make
for dance events, concerts, classes,
new construction. The Theatre
tment's year, therefore, revolves
d a mere handful of pre7set opening
snds. This year there were only about 5
weekends.
realize that certain professional
, that happen to be in financial reach,
Hght schedules. We also understand
itlS year's Board has a distorted sense
sponsiveness" which decrees that we
t" have a band because the students

would have "fun."
We maintain that in some cases there is a
difference between fun and enrichment. We
also feel that the Board, in its present incarnation, fails to distinguish between being
responsive and being judicious. Senior Rep.
was the last time the senior involved in
productions will perform at Trinity. We put
far too much work into all our productions to
feel content with sparse opening attendances due to MBOG backed, ultrapublicized "fun" events. We are sick of this.
It is far easier for you to maintain flexibility
than for us; and, if not that, then at least
extend a little courtesy-Look at the Master
Calendar intelligently!.
We are all students and must work
together. But without audiences our work is
meaningless. Instead of working against us,
why not try supporting us!
Lou Benjamin '76 June Cowan '76
Buz Abrams '76
Steven Triggs '76
Chipp Gardner '77 Rick Hornung '77
Susan Egbert '76
Brian Thomas '78
Judy Del Guidice '76 Margy Campbell '78
Patti McManamy '79,Russell Hicks '76
Jim Furlong '76
Barbara A. Borowitz '78
John Lebeaux '76
Jan W. Fox Staff
Timothy B. Angle '76
costumes Tucker Ewing '77
Jonathan Gomberg '76
Ellen Shapiro '76 L ynn Butterfield '79
Cynthia Joice '76
Robert Rovezzi '77
Margi Sutro '76
jyjona Daleo '79
Chris Hanna '77
Mary Wells '77
Susan Ellman "76 j a m e s E . p ra tzon '76
Richard Secunda '76 Kathleen Pane '78
Elizabeth Rodie '78 D o d d Latimer '77
Ben Taber '76
Jeff M e r z '78

asy
i Attacked
a way to stop increasing room

g

e deadlines for departing next month
returning in August are particularly
«tmg. The complete inflexibility of
-1 regulations show how the students
no control over their own living con"s- Not all students can have Daddy
- them up in their Marquis at any time
an afford to stay in "off-campus" actoodahons.
conv
ersation with you, you
J F to me your idea of the responW of the college to residence students.
™er housing to you is a convenience
«Mo students and if they don't like the
f s run, they don't have to live here. No
»« so many students find it necessary
« e off-campus. For the rents we pay
?i#| h e r than off-campus living), we
» have greater control over the
ences we spend 4 years in. I'm glad I'm
™S.5oon and maybe Dean Tilles should
Sincerely,
Alan Moore

2

. And Thanks
veta£ert> w e a s s u r e everyone we would
lit\ n e tdh Ue necessary
steps to have the
L
P o n Friday night. However,
h o t a w a r e w e lef t s o m e f th
>
o e
e completed by B&G on the next
is o u r
«,
standard- procedure,
time w e s a w no r e a s o n for
ng it
like to say thank you to
o stayed
y h with us into the
*
to help
dismantle and
wh

» fl

y au the equipment.

Sincerely,

Larry Papel and Peter Hamsen,
tor the Mather Board of Governors

Heartened
And
Disheartened
To the Editor:
Last week's issue of the Tripod was
heartening reading. However, at least some
members of the Tripod staff are themselves
perpetrators of the same oppressive values
that the events of Joke Night exemplified.
Evidence the April Fool's issue of the Tripod
entitled The Trinity "Torpid," in particular,
the article written by Bob Purcell entitled
"Chicks Handle Stic". This article was a
sexist joke and profoundly offended our
human sensibilities. We believe that this
edition of the newspaper is a reflection of the
prevailing attitude which is at the very
heart of this institution. We suggest that the
Tripod staff examine its own lack of
ideology. While we appreciate the humorous
intent of the article, the fact that too often
such attitudes are voiced in all seriousness
remains a reality. Accordingly, we believe
that the Tripod can and must develop a
more substantive system of values which be
exercised through a committed editorial
policy. This is imperative in order to better
serve its function as a respected instrument
of communication within the college
community.
>

Shelley Jerige '76
Amy Cohen '78
'•• Susan Perm'77
AlanGolanski
Annie Donnelly '76
Abby Schwartz '76
Cheryl Kassow'77
LiliWard'76
Susan Kepnes '77

To the Editor:
"To the Editor in each one of us, oir Hello
Rationalization Hour"
Toward the end of my freshman year, a
senior wrote an essay in the Tripod,
nostaligically accounting for his life at
Trinity. As I rest on the quad this Saturday,
prior to the opening of the library, prior to
the last week of classes, prior to the last 24
hours I have to re-write my half-intelligent
thesis...!, too, am accounting. I'll confess.
I'm nostalgic, too.
Leaving my $24,000 tax exempt baby sitter
won't be hard. I've braved that before,
having dropped out after sophomore year of
anti-bourgeois, anti-preppie, antsi-pantsie
ego-centricism. I returned, or rather
rebounded after a rage of Cambridge bars
and Coffee-houses, dancing, potting, rotting..,.poverty. The shelter, usually recycles the apologetic, the dead-wood, if for
nothing else, kindling. CO2?
Sometimes I believe I was more intelligent before I started college. To be sure,
a score of 41 on the Millers Analogies
Graduate School Elite Entry Test indicated
some support for that notion. Flipping the

coin, a group of people concerned with
loving, living, and dancing, reminded me,
revived me of my earlier intelligence; intelligence concerning my impulses, my
values, my body, my decisions and decisionmaking process.
I'm not ungracious. I'm grateful. For in
being fortunate enough to have been
reunited with myself, I also read a number
of exquisite stories, can make a wry joke
about non-existant slit, edge and line
detectors in the retina of a cat's eye and
spend accountable moments thinking about
Socrates, Homer, Merce Cunningham,
pigeons, sunsets and steam baths.
I am concerned for those who may not be
fortunate enough to find support here. It is
not hard to get lost behind the dormant ivy
and to follow the same nocturnal cycle...for
life.
Recall, your honor, all of those glassy
stares on the long walk.
Recall, your honor, and all of those glassy
stares on the long walk.
MORAL: Beware of mediocrity (it perpetuates itself)
BE.
Peggy Herzog

Gagging On Your Yaggy Ways
—Alan Golanski
(Eso/exo/teric information, partially in code, to the living-dead who need it.)
1. To the thin man whose reference points are thirteenth century France:
it is totalitarian to define struggle
as a movement along the Y axis
or a leap from one to another .
or a, b, c, or d
or as any prescribed set of actions—
especially so as your own sexual mind
clings constantly and crawls covertly
across the X axis in your pants
which you tried to "flop/flap" on me at the dance,
baby
"I thought you were liberated," you said
manic manipulations towards your minute man bed
political usage contrived in a royalist head,
". .
B
*™
friend.
Struggle is the process through which
you destroy the pig
in you
which keeps you from being a revolutionary.

.

2. To the Rail Road man, or at least those are your initials:
the political prune wilts under political pressure
drive to the top—a choice of political forfeiture
a fissure in your coolness, uptight and take a bite
of the eagle flying on green or silver
what you're really after, right?
Right on, you say, but that's only the beginning
of your rap—jive, jive, jive, jive
say it or stay alive... when you leave
" with\your jive, jive, jive, jive, jive
.
\
minstrel talking racist, but I've
not yet begun to begin
to deal with your sexism
the pig of the month club graduates you
with honors, V.D. walker, jive talker
is this a hassle for you
don't you have a dime for a phone call
to tell your woman, or exabout your disease following exploitation of sex
I may still collect from you.
.
3. To the Rail Road man's running buddy:
a co-jive talker in cooooool collaboration
we'll wonder for a while
about your mental location
a block of solid coolness
worshipping cool, loving cool, digging cool
and that's all you do
when you run with that fool
>~
smile away
4. To all reactionary graduating seniors:
your academic life has ended
you are now talking sweet—
the struggle passes from the mind
YOU'LL MEET ME IN THE STREETS!

Answering
the MCs.
Dear Trinity Coalition of Mc's:
When your "Mc's" have been lost in
slavery so your names become Johnson,
Williams, Brown; when your grandmothers
have spent 40 years writing to newspapers
for
"information
regarding
the
whereabouts" of your grandfathers, uncles,
and aunts, sold to the south; when your
parents have first voted for a president at
age 45; and when you have had the cold
sweats as your plane from Chicago lands in
Atlanta-then your SARCASM ABOUT
"ethnic" separatism might be warranted.
Betty McNulty Kuyk

i
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Editorial ////
Tripod Dubious
Taste Awards
Every year, at the end of the year, it is a much revered
tradition to give acknowledgement and to grant awards for the
memorable events of the recent past. We would be negligent if
the same tradition was not adopted at Trinity.
Esquire dubs this special ritual "Dubious Achievement
Awards" — at Trinity we could well call it "Dubious Taste
Awards." Without further ado,
•The Nobel Peace Prize goes to the Trinity Administration
for Academic Neutrality. Trinity has always followed a strict
policy of non-interference in times of crime, social unrest,
violence, war, and holocaust. The Dean of the college asserted
that everyone should have the right to decide for themselves
on these matters! (Major Larkin, USMC, gave the award to
President Lockwood personally)
*The Martin Luther King award goes to MBOG for
culminating Black Cultural Week with Joke Night.
"The TWO award for fighting sexual discrimination and
promoting feminist values goes unanimously to Steve
Kayman, for trying to show a porno film on campus.
*The Ben Casey Miracle—Cure award goes to Dr. Izard for
his discovery of pink aspirin.
*The Horizons in Employment Opportunity prize goes to
Chris Shinkman for displaying the widest variety of summer
camp job openings in New England.
*The Your-Car-is Alive-and-Well-and-Liying-in-Hartford
(Somewhere) award to Al Garofolo, His prize is the cars, if he
can find them.
*Reader's Digest presents Saga Foods with a hard bound
copy of Green Eggs and Ham. i
*The Brooks Bros. Wardrobe Award for Jonathan Reilley's
million dollar suit.
*The Granting of the Community Spirit prize was postponed
indefintely due to rain.
*The Upward Bound Award for Ron Spencer, former Dean
of Students.
*The
Award goes to
— for
(Fill in the blanks)

by Rick Hornung
At this point in the school year,
review and evaluation are uppermost in the minds of the College
community. The students wonder
about their grades; the faculty
frets about giving them; and the
Administration overhauls itself for
the years to come. Along these
lines, I would like to do the same.
The matter of the Reilly suit, the
appointment of a new Dean of
Students, and MHBOG's attempts

to oversee the Tripod form the
basis of my reflection and
evaluation of the College Community,
Many would say that three issues
mentioned above are separate and
unrelated, but a close examination
of them reveal the malady they are
a product of. The Reilly suit shows
the total breakdown of communication within the college. If
students must write a letter to

Editor-in-Chief
Meredith Adler
Managing Editor
JeffDufresne

Asst. New Editors
JeanineFigur
Diane Schwartz
Sports Editor
John Gillespie
Howard Lombard
Contributing Editors
Steve Kayman
Seth Price
Ken Grossman
Mike Brown
Brian Crockett

Yes, members of the Trinity
College Community, I stand before
you a broken man, strygmatized
with that unwashable stain, a
purveyor of social evil and
malicious intent; yes, I do confess
it, an MBOG'er. But hold fair
minded reader, your timorous
gasp of deserved indignation while
I tell the sad tale of demise. I was
once a normal Trinity student.
Though not of Prep origins, I had a
pair of nicely worn topsiders, but
hardly used them in public so as
not to offend ring toting H.S. 'ers.
My hair was long, but not so long as
to appear too long for a Winston or
even a Marlboro commercial. On
pleasant days:
I romped carefree
Neath the elms'
of Olde Trinitythrowing frisbees, sipping Bloody
Marys
and jotting
lines
Incredibly witty but absurdly
irrelevant free verse. Oh how I
long for the ethical and spiritual
purity of those lost days, to once
again blame falling grades and
existential crises on the malignant
cancer of corrupt government in
high places. But I digress.
Dissatisfied with the growing
mundanity of my, carefree
existence, I sought other outlets for
my ever active creativity. In
protest against the idiocy of an
"open community" which refuses
to take a public said on, but indirectly supports the repression of
the basic rights of third world
' countries by the U.S. military and
intelligence establishments (pant),

I participated in a sit in during
marine recruitment in the career
counseling office. Unfortunately
my first attempt at protest was
effectively thwarted by the timely
removal of the career counseling
office to a more convenient
location, a file cabinet in Jones
basement. Undaunted, my next
attempt to increase social
awareness took a great deal of
planning and motivation. From a
lowly proofreader, I gradually
worked my way up to the editorship of the Trinity Torpido, a low
budget underground newspaper
distinguishing itself on all topics of
political irrelevance. Firmly
seizing the reigns of power, I
viciously fired salvo after salvo of
explosive satire at the incompetent
student leadership in the college
community. In one lampoon I
purposely made it seem as if
members of the August student
government were incapable of
coherent thought,
although
possessing an unquenching
totalitarian fervor in their
decision-making policies. In short,
I described their fallacies:
unimaginative planning, apathetic
response to serious issues confronting the campus its urban
environment, sponsor of the
continuation of racial and ethnic
prejudice, exploiter of grossly
perverted sexual films for profit
and total incompetence with
regard to the censorship of bad
jokes. For this I demanded no less
than the ultimate, the resignation
of the entire board of governors

(let them explain that to the law
schools). But somehow I was still
dissatisfied. My accomplishments
seemed unsubstantial, my Adams
chronicles lost their bite and my
satires their initial savoir-faire.
How can I explain to you, cher
reader, the hollowness I began to
feel because of my own legislative
inaction. If only I could have
•resisted that fatal urge and the
insidious chain of events which
were to follow,-but no, I had
already crossed that too shallow
Rubicon.
The ballot was easily attained, J
Hurriedly, I enlisted the signatures'-"**
of the office staff and then composed my candidacy statement.
"After involving myself in the
college community in a number of
ways during the past few years, I
would like to be your representative on The Board. I wish I had
more space to tell you all I would
like to. However, due to the lack ofs
space I can only tell you I
sincerely try to represent you to
the best of my abilities.
Sincerely,
J.W.ChristusIII"
It was done. My name was on the
ballot and I was a shoe in because
the paper announced the election
only 24 hours before the ballots
were due. I reeled with joy;
prestige, the ability to make a
name for myself; all were within
my grasp. Please don't misunderstand my intentions reader, my
plan was simple. By posing as an
ordinary dullard candidate I was
trying to preserve my anonymity,
so once in office I cold reek havoc
(Continued on page 11)
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criticize a teacher, then something
has gone awry. Essential to any
community is the right to and need
for criticism of all sorts. At any
level, the community must be able
to handle its own critics and
problems. This does not mean
disciplining those who speak out (a
Trinity habit), rather it means
answering their criticism honestly
and effectively. To answer a critic
is difficult and time consuming, yet
it is the cornerstone of any real
exchange of life styles and ideas.
In this light, the Reilly suit
illustrates the inability of Trinity to
handle its own problems. The
competency of a teacher is not a
matter of legality; it is an issue to
be worked on and decided by those
involved in the process of learning.
Unfortunately, the tensions between teacher and student could not
be resolved amongst them. By
writing to the Administration, the
students asked for help. They
attempted to clarify the problems
experience in class and inquired
whether there is a means of
resolution within the College
boundries. The Administration
remained passive and aloof,
allowing the frustrations to mount
on each side. Finally, Professor
Reilly realized that there would be
no action within the College and
decided to look elsewhere. The suit
is not really a tests case of certain
rights, but a symbol of institutional
failure. The process of dealing with ,
conflict at Trinity could not break
through the established roles of
teacher, student, and Administration.
" ,
This brings one to the second
issue: the new Dean of Students.
For there to be a new Dean,, it
requires the old Dean to leave.
Dean Spencer has been given a
new position — the Dean of Studies.
What lingers behind the shuffling
of the Administration is something
much bigger than the Dean of
Students or a new position; the
lingering .element seems to be a
response to the inability to handle
matters of infighting amongst
teachers, students, and Ad:

creates a new position that will'
pacify it and prevent it from going
into court.
On the subject of pacification;
one can turn to student gov't. At
the most recent meeting of the •
Budget Committee's Steering
Committee, the subject of
monitoring the Tripod was
discussed.
Certain
student
government officials have expressed their discontent with the
Tripod and therefore have felt that
the paper should be reviewed by*
those who fund it. In this process of
I'll try. The shifts in positions review, if there is something
indicates that someone resigned . unacceptable in the view of student
and/or has been fired. Openings at government officials, then the
the level of Dean of Students just Tripod's funding should be
do not occur overnight. They are reconsidered. This is another clear
orchestrated by those pulling the case of bureaucratized structures
strings. Though I have no idea of being incapable of dealing with
who will be leaving Trinity, the criticism. MHBOG, in even
Administration is unwilling to tell. discussing such a matter, enters'*
This change has been done quietly the same mentality of the Reillyj
and efficiently — with all the at- suit and the Administration shake
mosphere of closed door henchmen up. It seems that Trinity never
tactics. Someone's head rolled. deals with problems. Instead,-*problems are to be pacified. Does
The question is who and why?
anybody want to deal with
Allow me to try the second half. anything?
It appears that Administration is
As individuals, people express
attempting to add another layer
between itself and the faculty and their concern. However, the same
students. The Reilly suit shows matters come up over and over,,,
that there is no way to resolve again. Alternatives to the existing
serious matters of criticism within Trinity structure are being
the College. As with any issue of crushed. All parts of the institution
significance, the Administration is fail to respond constructively to
willing to let aH concerned fight it criticism. Those who speak out are
out amongst themselves as long as disarmed. Even a newspaper that
has an alternative viewpoint in
no one beyond the college is in- limited issues must succumb to the '
volved. The Reilly suit threatens threat of censorship.
the name of Trinity in front of the
world. To the Administration, such
Is the liberal arts education to
things have to be avoided. A new become the schooling of the silent?
position to deal with these affairs is It appears that the answer is yes.
created. Dean Spencer, who ' Any form of conflict goes to a blue
performed so well in other crises, ribbon face committee of students,
becomes the man in charge of adminstrators, and,faculty or it"
infighting. He turns from the realm has to be settled in court. Dissent •
of students to the realm of all becomes academic in that it
factions involved. The Dean of remains ideas and not action. At,
Studies is another name for the this point, Trinity has been
Administration trouble shooter reduced into a spoon feeding inwho intervenes in all forms of stitution — we eat what gets fed to
threatening conflicts. Instead of us.
figuring out a way of resolving
Some people have that taste too
conflict, the Administration long in their mouths.
ministration. Besides the shift of
Dean Spencer, a new Assistant
Dean of Faculty comes into the
Trinity line-up. Furthermore, this
new Assistant Dean has been at
Trinity before. He left five years
ago, when he was Associate
Director of Financial Aid. His
name: John Waggett. There is
another change. Thomas Lips,
Director of External Affairs, has
now become Director of Institutional Affairs. Something is
going on. Can anybody guess
what?
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Confessions of a
Bored Member
{Continued from page 10)

Senior Ticks
by C.P.Stewart
This past weekend this reporter
had the privilege to be granted an
interview with one of Trinity's
most promising seniors. As a
graduate he is supposed to have the
potential of a genius and to go very
far in life. We just wanted to delve
further into the brain cells of this
young and gifted student and find
out a few things about how he ticks.
Tripod: Mr; Senior, I understand
that you are in your last year at
Trinity. To what do you attribute
your intellectual success?
Senior: Ahhhhh. Well, as you
know, I was born very smart. I
think my mother had a lot to do
with it.
Tripod: Have these last four
years been as meaningful and
profoundly enlightening as you had.
hoped?
Senior: What's the question?
(laugh) Um. Yes. I would say the
answer to that would be No.
(laugh)
Tripod: Will the iriends you've

made in college be as close to you
in the future?
Senior: I'd like to think so.
Tripod: What is the most exciting thing you did at college?
Senior: Ah. The most exciting
thing....Charlie, why are you
writing all this down? Standing on
the High Rise ledge. Tanked.
Tripod: What is the most boring?
Senior: Work. And talking to
you.
Tripod: Would you send your
kids to college?
Senior: (laugh) I would if they
wanted to go.
Tripod: To Trinity?
Senior: No-Too many worms.
Tripod: Excuse me; but I dcn't
think I know exactly what you
mean by a "worm."
Senior: A worm is anybody
carrying a book who I don't know.
All worms have an amazing
inability to have a good time.
Tripod: What is the most
creative thing that you will do with
your diploma?

Fun Time
by Arthur Robinson
The other day I met someone on
the Mather Board of Governors. I
confessed that I didn't know the
names of anyone on the Board, but
he said that was all right, neither
did anyone who had voted for
them. He told me about their
projects. "For example," he said,
"as the coming exam period
terrifies students and provokes
nightmares, we're devising more
soothing activities to make them
think of pleasanter things, such as
horror movies. But wait'll you see
what we've arranged for next
weekend!"
There was a pause, and he
continued, "Okay, I'll tell you.
We're having a gold-fishswallowing contest, for one thingcollege nostalgia, you know."
"Being swallowed alive doesn't
sound very pleasant to me," I
observed, "although I must admit
I've never tried it. It doesn't sound
fair to the fish."
"Yeah, we've had some protests
about that," he said, "so we're
giving the fish an equal opportunity. We're going to put some
white sharks in the swimming pool
and let them have a contest in
swallowing Trinity students. That
should pack them in. Another
contest we've designed to bring
. back memories of the good old
college days is flagpole-sitting.

Senior: Make a paper airplane?
Tripod: Could you say that all
work and no play has been one of
your mottos during your stay here?
Senior: (laugh) That's absurd.
That's ridiculous. I am not a worm.
Tripod: Do you think the elm
trees are as beautiful as everybody
says they are?
Senior: I think the elm trees are
all Dutch.
Tripod: What have been some of
your hobbies during your life?
Senior: I definitely like to sit on
the can (nons). I, ah, like to do a lot
of things. In general, I don't like to
do one thing too much.
Tripod: Speaking of not doing
one thing too much, how's your
love life?
Senior: Me? Trinity College
star? Brilliant genius? Don't ask.
Tripod:'What is the first thing
that pops into your mind when
Budweiser goes on strike?
Senior: I hope somebody feeds
the Clydesdales.
Tripod: What would you say if
you found out that Howard Hughes
had given you his entire fortune?
Senior f Wow.
Tripod: Are you a folder or a
buncher?
Senior: What? oh, oh, oh. Oh, I
definitely think that bunching
provides more surface area.
Tripod: Who is your favorite
college professor?

Whoever stays up on the flagpole in
the Quad the longest gets a great
prize, and we've also arranged
Senior: That's a toughie. They're
some nice consolation prizes for
students who can't stay up as long. so many favorites. I favor any
But we haven't forgotten activities professor who makes his/her final
concerning college today-we have optional for seniors.
a beer-drinking competition, too.
Tripod: Do you have anything
The one who wins that will get an
more
to sayjn general about your
award
on Honors
Day."
"Have you thought of anything college experience?
that ties in with the bicentennial?"
Senior: I'm glad I have a higher
I asked.
education. However, I definitely
"Yeah," he said, "we're fixing don't believe that you have to do
up the cannons on the Quad-you something with your degree. Being
know, the ones facing the baseball educated is an end in itself not a
field~so that they work, and we're means to an end.
going to use them for the Sunday
Tripod: One last question. How
doubleheader to help the Bantams
do
you plan on making your first
win. We sure have got some fun
things lined up for the students' million?
relaxation."
Senior: I'll never make a million.
Tripod; Don't let Howard here
"But wouldn't it be just as fun, you say that.
and more relaxing," I declaimed,
"to just have a normal weekend on
the Quad-with sun, companionship, a bit of informal softball and frisbee-throwing, and no
loud bands drowning everyone out
THE COMMUNITY HOUSE is a
and cluttering mess all around?"
newly formed organization of
The MBOG member gave me a people and ideas dedicated to
funny'look.
improving community life at
"Sure," he said, "but it's the Trinity. In preparation.for a good
next year, we are
duty of MBOG to use up the beginning
sponsoring an informal get-

among the entrenched peons. I
imagined myself taking copious
notes of each meeting, later to be
published in the society column of
my- rejuvinated Torpido. Then,
forcing the Neanderthals out of
their dave, I would strong arm
them into accepting my alternative
policy of action: ie, the full endorsement of Hippy Day, a return
to the tension strung days of
student activism. First event, a
restaging of the takeover of the
administration (to be followed by
cookies and cake in the president's
living room), next, the issuance of
a manifesto declaring an end to
campus support of U.S. imperialism through stocks and
bonds, student armed forces
recruitment, and the issuance of
honorary degrees to the founders
of Friendly Ice Cream corporations. Personally, I would call
upon the college president to
condemn covert U.S. involvement
in third world countries and
"sound the alarm" when the Sec.
of State starts calling for another
blockade of Cuba (which personally I attribute to Henry's latest
infatuation with Jacqueline
Susette). Further, I would call for
another spring weekend and invite
our neighbors from all over
Hartford to come play on the Quad
and enjoy the vivacious sounds ofLiberace on the carrions (provided
we had an adequate security force
to protect all property not yet
socialized), Do not laugh reader,
these are many great and wonderful things which may still come
about in a generation or two. But I
digress. The fact of my election
came as little surprise to me.
However, I was surprised to find I
had been heartily endorsed by The
Board and my name plastered in
conspicuous eye gathering places.
Slogans like ''We want a little
Christusin us" and "Christiis loves
us and never tells lies" gathered
masses of inquisitive students
under the radiancy of their catch
word brilliance, Encouragingly, I
was a 20 to 1 favorite on the "big
board" in the Saga back room and
didn't disappoint anyone in my
landslide victory, sweeping both
the Young Dem. and Young RePub, vote.

fourth grade flashed through my
head and I remember someone
saying-first of all-welcome to The
Board. But I am losing track"of the
argument. My plan was a bust, I
could tell from the beginning. First
of all, I became enchanted with the
marvelous ludicrousness of the
whole situation. The father figure
at the head of a disingenious
clique, wary but almost child like
in his acceptance of a new member
into the fold. I become listless;
frankly, it was impossible to rail at
this amoeba like body whose
function I soon learned was geared
toward planning flaming weekends
for sweaty faced Bants. But again,
I digress. I soon became bored with
The Board, who seemed quite
appropriate for its. entertainment
functions and needed more brawn
than neo-reformist minds. I confess, classes intervened, then
papers, anything to avoid attendance (which is frankly
restricted to hard core MBOG's, a
rare species indeed), but the
mother hen announcements kept
coming and my responsibilities to
my constituents bade my return.
So, now meiner lieber reader
(forgive me Germanites) I must
appeal to your sense of the
dramatic. As if wakened from a
dry dream, I find myself in that
most absurd position of choice
delineating that fine line of interpretation which give meaning to
even the most ludicrous situations.
Specifically, I refer to the editorial
of the rival paper Tripod, which
calls for my resignation due to the
"midguided" nature of my "Rites
of Spring" (obviously a case of
blatant anti-Stravinskism).
However, spicing the cake, I have
also received a request from The
Board to resign in protest of the
Budget, Committee's refusal to
grant funds for more "cultchuh
and schlock", to use an adequte
though somewhat ethnically
abusive phrase. Really, I do think
editorials should maintain at least
a facade of social objectivity, the
use of such a phrase totally upsets
my sense of
equalitarian
equilibrium. Actually, it reminds
me of the kind of language any
42nd street-virgin would use, indicating to me a totally
irresponsible endorsement of what
I can only conclude is a socially
and morally (although not
monetarily) bankrupt profession.
But again I digress. With finals and
a multitude of grade bearing
papers soon due- my mental ability
is nearly exhausted by this most
perplexing question. So I appeaj to
you, my now well acquainted
reader, as Chernyschevski wrote,
"What to do?". Pull a Nixon, or
"eye-ball it out" as any good
Reagan man would.

But now dear reader my tale
takes a sad turn. The campaign
was over, the excitement had died
down and around me settled that
erie aura of complacency. I attended the first meeting and was
promptly instructed in the art of
making posters. It's very simple
really, you take a red magic
marker and draw an "MBOG
presents" in the top left hand
corner and fill in the rest according
to the specific details of the event.
For politically sensitive reasons,
Actually, the whole process is quite I have chosen to remain
painless and even therapeutic. anonymous.
Remembrances of nicely styled
Sincerely yours,
alphabetic letters from third or
Creep Throat

Announcements
Postlude
Change
the POSTLUDE featuring Anne
Fairbanks and Lenora Eggers,
originally scheduled for this
Wednesday, May 5, at 8:15, has
been changed to 7:00 p.m., Wednesday, May 5.

Community House Meeting

/jesters'
Elections
The Jesters will hold elections
for next year's officers this
Tuesday afternoon, May 4, at 4:15
in the Greenroom of Austin Arts
Center. All members are urged to
attend.

Frederick
Graves
Dancing

in learning of bur plans or participating in our growth.
Improvisation, works in progress,
This meeting will be held Wed. excerpts of previous works,
(tomorrow) at 7:00 PM (to leave
THURS.,MAY8
time for partying) in the Com8:00 P.M.
mittee Room (upstairs Mather
SEABURY9
behind the Washington Room). We
Adm. FREE

Post Office

Big Bash

The post office does not forward
any mail excepting first class mail,
during the summer. Consequently,
students are strongly urged to
inform all correspondents, particularly
magazines
and
newspapers to which you subscribe, of your summer address.
Forms are available at the post
office.

The Folk Society is having a day
of folk music on the quad starting
11 a.m. Thurs., May 6th. Bring
good weather and we'll provide
good music with "True Life String
Band," Peter Garnick and Joe
Cohen, and "Barefoot and
Pregnant."
(In case of rain in the
Washington Rm.)

Bicentennial

Peace Digest

BikecentenniaFs unique crosscountry bicycle tour will become a
reality in less than six weeks.
College students and volunteers
conceived and executed the formation of the longest recreation
trail in the world.
Crossing the United States by
bicycle in 82 days is an experience
of a lifetime, and you don't have to
be 18 years old to do it. Senior
citizens, businessmen, families,
and- students have joined
Bikecentennial to experience rural
America under the aura of the
bicentennial celebration.
Students with a summer stretching before them should consider
the trek as a possible source of
university credit. Checking with
your local campus may prove
beneficial to you in this area.
The variety of vacation experience is almost unlimited, and
there is still time to register for a
trip.
If you can't take an entire
summer off, Bikecentennial offers
shorter trip options, including 12,
15, 21, 35, and 45 days. The trips
include options to camp as you
ride, or stay in sheltered areas,
called Bike Inns, and eat your
meals in local Cafes.
Trans-America trips will be
leaving daily from May 16 to June
16. Some of the groups are filled
now (12 riders, one leader, and one
co-leader), but many remain open.
When applying be sure your
application reaches our Missoula
office (Box 1034, Missoula, Moritana 59801) thirty days before you
plan to leave to assure correct
processing. The
thirty-day
deadline also applies to all shorter
trips, which will continue to leave
periodically from the five regional
trailheads until August 23.
All trips will leave from both the
east and west, coasts (Yorktown,
Virginia and Astoria,/Oregon).
Weather conditions may favor the
east to west riders because snow
and cold linger in the mountain
passes of the Cascades and
Rockies.
Whatever option you choose,
Bikecentennial promises to be one
"of your most memorable experiences. The Trans-America
Trail guarantees a look at the
people who are what America is all
about, in all or any of its regions.
The trail crosses the historic and
scenic regions of America not often
seen by American motorists.
Bicycling can reveal a new vision
of the land, its wildlife, plants, and
people. '
What began as a plan for] a
bicentennial tour of America for
experienced bicyclists, fias
mushroomed into an effort to bring
bicycle touring within the reach of
the average American and foreign
tourist. Sign up soon so that you
can be part of this summer's adventure.
See the TRIPOD office for an
application bank.

PEACE DIGEST, a bold step to
reawaken the peace movement is
asking readers to contribute
practicable ideas for peace.
Published bimonthly, PEACE
DIGEST is an independent
magazine of interesting condensations, reprinted articles, and
original stories and poems all
dedicated to the free exchange of
ideas regarding
nonviolent
alternatives to war, conflict and
inner struggles.
Regular features include a
directory of colleges teaching
peace courses, addresses of
organizations promoting peaceful
solutions
to
international
problems, tips and methods for
bringing peace into your own home
and lifestyle (by way of diet,
spiritual development, and familyharrrfony training, for example)
and news on various individuals
and groups working together to
make a better world. Recent articles include: "Christmas Cards
For Peace" (the story of
UNICEF), "Cooperative
Development of the Graser" (a
new
defensive
weapon),
"Planetary Citizens" (a new
organization), and "The Senoi
Culture: Dreams And Nonviolence" (a method for inner
peace). Editors include: Dr. John

SUMMER APARTMENT sublet, furnished,
160 New Britain Ave.,'Hartford. One bedroom.
Availability and price negotiable. Call 525-6335
or 232-5989. Ask for Leslie.'
RESIDENT TUTOR: The Simsbury A Better
Chance Program seeks a resident tutor
starting in September.
The ABC house is located in the heart of
'imsbury, It has 9 resident high school
sludents and 2 resident directors. All meals,
linen, a private room and gasoline support up
to $35.00 per month areprovided.
Tutoring responsibilities are 7-10 p.m.
Sunday: throUflh itliursdsy. .IndlViduBl should
be, ;r*i3tUre: and , possess requisite: skills ini
N^tlftte
f j i
'
\
i

.

James Daniels—S0-<

Eddy, Professor of Education and
Guidance at Loyola University of
Chicago; Dr. Joseph Fahey,
President of the Pacem in Terris
Institute of Manhattan College;
Dr. Jack Heitner, Professor of
English at Central Connecticut
State College; and Dr. Elliott
Frauenglass, Manager of Product
Development at the Loctite Corporation, a Connecticut industrial
manufacturer. Subscriptions may
be ordered from PEACE DIGEST,
Lamplighter Lane—Dept. C,
Newington, CT 06111 at $6.00 for
one year; $11.00 for two; and $16.00
for three.
For more information contact
Elliott Frauenglass at (203) 2781280, 303 Lamplighter Lane,
Newington, CT 06111.

Ballot Info
For your information, enclosed
are sample paper
ballots, (see
TRIPOD office)1 voting machine
instructions and voting machine
labels like those which will be used
in the Democratic Presidential
Preference Primaries on May 11.1
believe you will find them selfexplanatory.
As you know, the actual lineup of
"live" preferences will vary from
town to town, depending on
whether the various candidates are
represented by slates of local
delegates in each town. In most
towns, there will be no slates of
delegates for Fred Harris or Ellen
McCormack, and those will not be
"live" voting options for
Democrats in those communities.
The basic ballot is the same
throughout the state. It must be
modified, as necessary, from town
to town. If a presidential
preference is not represented by a.
slate of delegates in one town, it
must be crossed off in that town. In
towns where voting machines are

used, stickers should be placed
over the presidential preferences
which are not represented by
slates of delegates, and the pointers ^over those preferences should
be locked.
In any event, each presidential
preference will be in the same
position on the ballot throughout
the state.

Primary Panel
State Chairman William A.
O'Neill announced today the appointment of a committee of six
attorneys to resolve procedural
disputes arising during the
delegate selection process. The
committee members are:
First Congressional District
—Richard Goodman, Mayor of
Bloomfield.
Second Congressional District—
State Sen. James J. Murphy of
Franklin.
Third Congressional District—
Senate Majority Leader Joseph I.
Lieberman of New Haven.
Fourth Congressional District—
Sidney Landau, Chairman of the
Democratic Town Committee of
Stamford.
Fifth Congressional District—
William R. Ratchford of Danbury,
former Speaker of the State House
of Representatives.

Sixth Congressional DistrictFrancis Dooley of Norfolk.
O'Neill appointed Ratchford as
Chairman of the committee and
Goodman as Vice Chairman.
Under the Delegate Selection
Rules of the Democratic Party of
Connecticut, Chairman O'Neill
was required to appoint one person
from each Congressional District
to a panel to resolve "procedural
disputes arising during the course
of the delegate selection process."
The rules provide that "no
member of the panel shall sit on a
matter arising from his own
congressional district."
The Democratic presidential
preference primaries will be held
May 11.
~"

4-Squares
There will be an end-of-classes
Four-Square game in the JonesElton courtyard at 3 p.m. Wednesday, May 5.

Glass of 76 "
A dinner in honor of the class of
1976 will be held on Tuesday, May
4th. The evening begins with a
reception in the Austin Arts Center
at 6:30 followed by dinner in
Mather Campus Center at 7:30.

THE CHANGE

PRE—LAW STUDENTS
PREPARE FOR THE JULY 24,197$ LSAT
Over 38 years of experience
and success

Make-ups for
missed lessons

Voluminous home study
materials

Complete tape
facilities for
reviews of class
use of supplementary materials

Courses that are constantly updated
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE!!!!!
FOR LOCAL CLASSES
CALL: (203) 226-7737

KflPLflN

EDUCATIONAL CENTER, LTD.
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Take a break from the "libes'
at the

Trinity, Pizza House"you've compared ouf^slzes,
now compare our prices . . . ..".

•

THE TIME
is now

THE PLACE
is rumpelstiltskins
today is change, and it's now! at
rumpelstiltskins where we understand
the intricateness of haircutting & hair
design, and especially you.
come in and see the head shaking
cuts for spring & summer and enjoy
the uniqueness of atmosphere, and
master hair cutting for the feeling of
you, letting yourself be you.
tues.-fri. 9-8; sat. 9-5

-BIG END OF SCHOOL SPECIALS' ':

15% Off

ALL MEDIUM &
LARGE PIZZAS

.• 1 0 % O f f ALL SMALL PIZZAS

WITH THIS AD

you'll agree, we've got a better deal I"

7 OAYS-A:WEEK

608 Maple Ave., Hartford

114 New Britain Ave.

cutlet;

527-9088
N»

522-1660
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More Sports
by Jeff Sands
Robert D. Slaughter, better
known as "Rab", has dedicated 25
years to the Trinity College
athletic program and to the entire
college community as well. In
order to Show their appreciation
for all Rab has done, the brothers
of Alpha Chi Rho, Rab's family and
friends gathered at the Crow House
last Friday for Rab's testimonial
dinner. The guests included
athletic director Karl Kurth, who
attended Springfield College with
Rab, trainer Leo Hammel and his
wife, long' time friend Frank
Marchese and his wife and varsity
football coach Don Miller.
Few people outside the athletic
department realize the vital role
Rab has played in shaping the
athletic program here at Trinity.

CROW Honors Slaughter
Karl Kurth told the audience that
when Rab first came here 25 years
ago there were 16 teams.
Basketball was played in the old
gym or what is bow the fieldhouse.
The old training room had one
table and no windows. Now there
are 52 teams and it is Rab who is
responsible for getting those teams
out on the field and ready to play.
Rab also coaches varsity swimming and teaches many gym
course's.
Rab's job is a difficult one.
Athletes are geared to compete
and when an injury is sustained it
is Rab who is called on to treat the
physical pain and comfort the
mental wound. Rab is often expected to be a miracle worker and
many times he seems to ac-

complish the feat. Karl Kurth and
Leo Hammel both spoke of the high
regard doctors have for Rab as a
top physical therapist. As a matter
of fact, the first question the
Australians asked this year when
they were invited to the World Cup
was if Rab Slaughter could be their
trainer.
Rab has been involved with
many fine athletes at Trinity. Mo
Drowbrowski, formerly of the St.
Louis Cardinals, and Roger Le
Clerc, one time Chicago Bear
great both graduated from
Trinity. Rab has also coached
several All-American swimmers in
his tenure as coach. Rab's
dedication comes from the heart.
In the fall Rab often works 7 days
putting in as many as 60 hours in a

week. He does not receive overtime pay — just the satisfaction of
helping people who need him.
Jim Balesano, who organized the
evening and served as master of
ceremonies, summed up the
feelings of the Alpha Chi Rho
brothers and all Trinity athletes
when he told Rab that he had
"helped us all make it through the
2,3, 4, or even 5 years we've spent
at Trinity and involved in Trinity
athletics." He also told everyone
that "Rab's loved us like his own
and we would just like to say thank
you."
.,
Rab was presented with a
beautiful silver tray engraved "To
Robert D. Slaughter — From the
Brothers of Alpha Chi Rho." Rab
also received a gold pipe lighter to
kindle his ever present pipe. The
standing ovation which followed
was sincere and Rab was obviously
touched by it.
Rab quieted the din when he
began to explain to the crowd the
reason he has given so many years
to the Trinity athletes. He told of
"how he did see the athletes here as
of the other college departments, is his family. Rab spoke of how after
severely constrained by the limited one is too old to participate acsize of their department, they are tively in sports, a person,
forced to utilize teachers and
coaches in areas which are not
their fields of specialization. To
compensate for this necessity, the
committee recommends that the
Director of Physical Education
encourage, exhort, and even
require department members to
Seven Connecticut and one New
attend clinics, camps and con- York State independent schools
ferences where opportunities are have formed a new football conoffered to increase their knowledge ference to begin competition this
of activities which they will be fall semester, it was announced
teaching and coaching. We believe this
week
following
a
that this effort should be supported reorganization meeting in Avon.
by the college.
The conference, in the discussion
stage for the past year, was
3) Presently the women's tennis created as the result of changes in
team and women's crew team have the academic and athletic directheir regular season in the fall in tion of many independent schools
order to gain greater utilization of in the region.
the facilities. One result of this,
The eight independent schools
however, is that lacrosse is the formed
conference to maintain
only women's intercollegiate sport stabilitythe
in
their
athletic programs
offered in the spring. The com- among schools with
an "unusually
mittee finds this deplorable, and well-balanced competition
bettherefore recommends that serious ween the conference members,"
consideration be given to offering one athletic director involved
track, golf, and Softball as
•women's intercollegiate sports in commented.
Conference schools irivlude:
the spring.
Avon Old Farms School, Avon,
Connecticut; Hopkins Grammar
In this regard, the committee is Day Prospect Hill School, New
aware of the Department's con- Haven, Connecticut; Hotchkiss
sistent policy in the past of School, Lakeville, Connecticut;
responding to interest when shown Kent School, Kent, Connecticut;
by students. However, for complex Kingswood-Oxford Schools, West
sociological reasons, we believe Hartford, Connecticut; Loomisthat women are sometimes less Chaffee School, Windsor, Conlikely to take the initiative to get necticut; Taft School, Watertown,
sports activities organized on their Connecticut; and Trinity Pawling
own. Therefore, we recommend School, Pawling, New York.
that the Department take more
active initiative in organizing such
activities rather than waiting to
respond to demonstrated interest.
If an activity is offered and no
interest results, it can be dropped
1. What baseball player was
thereafter.
Jknown as the "Wild Horse of the
4) The committee is particularly Osage?" (Clue: He achieved fame
troubled by the lack of par- in a St. Louis Cardinals uniform)
2. In 1927, George Herman Ruth
ticipation and/or opportunity for
Trinity's women to participate in hit an unprecedented 60 home runs
intramural programs. To facilitate > in a single season, a feat that was
greater opportunity for par- not topped until the schedule was
ticipation, the committee makes extended 8 games. Only then was
the following recommendations : Roger Maris in 1961 able to better
Ruth's total; he hit 61. There was
a) that a women's Intramural one player, however, who prior to
Advisory Committee be appointed the instigation of a 162 game
whose charge will be to help season did in fact clout 61 home
organize and administrate in- runs, but as a result, of rules that
have since been changed, was only
tramural programs for women.
credited with 58. Who was this
player?
b) that a student on scholarship
3. Tinkers to Evers to Chance
oe hired and paid from financial was the most famous double play
aid funds to direct the above combination ever to hit the
named advisory committee. This baseball scene. For those of you person's job will be not just to who really know your baseball
administrate existing programs trivia, name the man who played
but to seek out areas where new third base during the time this
programs could be developed, and magnificent trio existed?
to organize and encourage par4. Poosh Em Up Strikes Out was
ticipation in such programs.
the headline that caused baseball
fans across the nation to make a
(Continued on page 16)

Athletic Department In
Compliance With Title IX
by Jane Millspaugh
In the Fall of 1975, a Trinity
College Title IX Compliance
Committee was formed. Their
charge was to examine the
programs in the Physical
Education Department to determine whether the programs were
in conformity with Title IX
regulations (recent
federal
legislation mandating equal op?
portunity to educational programs
regardless of sex.)
After a series of meetings, the
committee
composed
a
questionnaire to be distributed to
students and another to faculty,
administration and staff. The
intention of this questionnaire was
to determine the perceptions of the
Trinity Community on the critical
questions regarding equal opportunities in the Physical
Education, Intercollegiate, Intramural
"and
Recreation
Programs. The results were
analyzed by class, by sex and
overall totals. All comments and
suggested improvements were
considered by the committee and
have either recently been implemented, are included in the
committee's recommendations or
were referred to the appropriate
source within the Athletic
Department.
Results of Student Questionnaire:
Total Response (860), Total Men
(539), Total Women (321)
Question: Does the (Intercollegiate, Physical Education,
Intramural
or
Recreation)
Program, deny you any opportunities because of sex?

Grand Total (860 responses)
Question: Do you feel you are
being denied any of the following
because of discrimination by sex?
(Intercollegiate offerings)
Conclusions:
After examining relevant
documents and considering recent
developments made in the
Physical Education Department,
the committee concludes that the
Athletic Department is not in
violation of Title IX. However, in
the course of their investigation,
the committee'did uncover several
areas where it believes Trinity's
overall Physical
Education
Program could be significantly
improved, even though not
technically in violation of Title IX.
Accordingly, the committee closes
this report by making the following
recommendations whose intent,
once again, is not to meet the
requirements already satisfied but
to improve Trinity's program.
Recommendations
1) This year the Physical
Education Department is'hiring a
second full-time woman to its
teaching and coaching staff, which
will bring the total of women
faculty in the department to 2.5.
We believe this is of a great importance, for without such a step
the committee feels that there
might have been a serious problem
with Title IX compliance. Ideally,
however, we believe it would be
advisable to hire a third full-time
woman for the department.
2) Because the Physical
Education Department, like most

Results of Student Questionnaire:
Total Response (860), Total Men (539), Total Women (321)
Question: Does the (Intercollegiate; Physical Education, Intramural or
Recreation) Program deny you any opportunities because of sex?
Male
Men
Women
Female
Yes
No ' Yes
No
21.2% 78.8% 81.9% 18-9%.
Intercollegiate
0.4% 99.6%
4% 96%
Physical Education
0.2% 99.8% 3.4% 96.6%
Intramurals
0.4% 99.6% 1.6% 98.4%.
Recreation
-

Grand Total (860 responses)
Yes
45%
1.7%
1.4%
0.8%

Intercollegiate
Physical Education
Intrarnurals
Recreation

No
55%
98.3%
98.6%
99.2%

Question: Do you feel you are being denied any of the following aecause ;
of cliscriminationby sex? (Intercollegiate offerings)
Total
Women
Men
6.8%
3.3%
12.7%
Practice Time
'
10%
3.7%
20.6%
Useof Facilities
2.1%
1.1%
3.7%
Uniforms
1.4%
7.2%
16.8%
Number of Sport Offerings
1.3%
2.3%
4.0%
Transportation
Meat or Meal Allowance
Adequate Coaching
Contest Scheduling
Publicity

*

4.6%
9 %
4.3%
10%
2.2%

1.7%
3%
2.0%
1.3%
2.2%

2.8%
2.9%
2.9%
4.5%
2.2%

;

especially an old athlete, does all
that is possible to help the success
of other athletes still competing. In
this way when a team does well or
an individual athlete is recognized,
that honor reflects back on all who
have helped. Because of his involvement in all phases of Trinity
athletics, Rab feels that the
satisfaction he gets from every
winning effort more than repays
him for the hours he puts in.
Rab spoke from the heart when
he told everyone that he was glad
that people forget the bad feelings
and hurts in life and remember the
good times. He said that he would
remember the good feeling he had
for a long time and that this night
would become one of his fondest
memories.
Rab is best known for his stories.
He uses them to communicate and
to comfort. Rab assured us that
this night will become one of his
cherished tales. Perhaps inside of
that story a bit of the love and
admiration which encircled that
room will come alive and become
part of the folklore surrounding
Trinity athletes and the entire
athletic program to which Rab has
given his best.

Eight Individual Squads Form
New Football Conference
"Independent schools have
undergone some radical changes in
the past decade," Headmaster
George M. Trautman of Avon Old
Farms School said. "Some have
become
co-educational
institutions, other schools have
decreased their enrollments. The
new Ralph Erickson Football
Conference is made up of Schools
with
"comparable
athletic
resources to insure a true and fair
competition for our teams. There
have been .some thoughts that this
is the first step toward establishing
a league for conference members
in other competitive sports."
The conference is named for
former Loomis School Athletic
Director, and Coach Ralph
Erickson. .
The conference's football season
opens September-25.
"It's amazing just how well
balanced the conference isi right
now," Loomis-Chaffee School
Athletic Director Bill Eaton
commented, "and we've taken
some precautions to maintain a
true competition over the years
between our squads, I think we've
got a real battle coming-up this
fall. The Erickson Conference
gives us all a goal to achieve."

Sports Trivia Quiz
frantic dash to their local
newsstand in 1926. Who was Poosh
em up, and who was the pitcher
that got him to strike out in what
many have termed the greatest
World Series game of all time?
5. The term Merkle is used in
baseball lingo to indicate when a
ball player has committed an
uncommonly stupid error. This
clever little word for a miscue was
invented in after a World Series
game in which a costly mistake
caused the New York Giants to fall
victim to the Chicago Cubs, Who
was the player that shall go down
in baseball history as the man
known more for his mistakes than
his plaudits?
6. In 1951, Bobby Thompson hit
what was known as the "shot heard
round the world." Perhaps his
greatest accomplishment of that
day was saving a quivering rookie
from having to bat in the most
crucial situation he had ever faced.
Who was the on-deck batter on the
New York Giants squad when
Thompson hit his mighty blow?
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by Sue Eckles
What can you say about a game
when the final score is 18-1? Obviously, one team completely
annihilated the other and, in this
case, it was Trinity over Smith.
From the opening draw to the very
last second of the game, we totally,
dominated them, never really
allowing them to do much. With the
offense
unbelievable in their
cutting, passing, andcatchingj and
the defense stubborn and
unrelenting, there was not too
much Smith could do. After scoring
in the first two minutes of the
game, we just kept on shooting at
and bombarding the Smith goalie.
The 11 goals in the first half show
our success. Carter Wurts lead all
scorers in this half with 4 goals,
Barb Hayden, Margo' Halle, and
Spit Dobbin each scored 2 while
Susan Eckles contributed one.
Smith scored once in the beginning
but from then on, the defense was
ruthless; at half-time the score
was 11-1.
The second half Was not much
different. The connection at
midfield from defense to offense
was still there and each free player
was utilized. Though, this time
only 7 goals were scored, the
playing was of a higher quality and
beautiful to watch. Eckles was
high scorer this half with 3, Wurts
added 2 more, and Margo Halle
and Alyson Henning, in celebrating
of Alyson's birthday, each scored
1. Two other goals were called

Lax-Ladies Rout Smith
back due to crease violations, but
the game overall was excellent. A
much more skilled game could not
be played.
The following Thursday we
travelled to Farmington to play
Miss Porter's. Playing on a
smaller field surrounded by hills,
bushes, and a fence, the varsity
was slightly held off in the first
half. The Farmington School
scored first, but Barb Hayden
shortly thereafter ran through the
defense and placed a perfect underhand shot behind the goalie.
Farmington retaliated with a goal,
but Margo Halle scored to tie it at
2-2. Farmington scored 2 more to
take the lead, but Carter Wurts
scored 1 before half-time to make it
4-3 in their favor. Both Wurts and
Eckles had goals taken back due to
questionaole crease violations.
But Farmington was not
prepared for a Trin comeback in
the second half and began to fall
apart. Wurts scored to tie it and
Halle added one to give us the lead,
From then on we could do no
wrong. The connection at midfield
was better than ever and the wings
were used more often. We tripled
our scoring of the first half as
Wurts contributed 3, Halle and
Tina Pooie each scoring 2, and Spit
Dobbin and Hayden added 1
apiece. Wurts had one more goal
called back, but it was not really .
needed as the playing was superb.
The defense was excellent and

played a solid man-to-man
defense. It was definitely one of our
better games and there were more
short quick passes and everybody
played . The final score was 12-4.
The junior varsity followed by
playing an equally fine game. The
three homes, Jane Beddall, Ginger
Maclea, and Coppie Tucker
worked well together and the whole
offense played well. Tucker scored
first for us and was followed by
Marion Dewitt. Farmington scored
one, but MacLea got that one back
soon after on a beautiful goal.
Captain Jean Beckwith scored to
make a 4-1 at half-time.
Once again the second half saw
Trinity outplay Farmington.
Beddall scored to open the half and
was soon followed by a MacLea
goal. Farmington scored their
second goal, but the defense
refused any more. Both MacLea
and Dewitt contributed another to
make the final score 9-2. MacLea
was high scorer with 3 goals while
Dewitt and Tucker each had 2
goals. The game was well-played
and the offense and defense
worked well together.
So now we play our final, and
perhaps biggest game today
against Williams. The varsity's
record is presently 7-1 and the
junior varsity have not lost a game
with a record of 3-0-1. We have had
an excellent season and it is partly
due to our varsity captains, Barb

Hayden and Margo Halle, junior
varsity captain Jean Beckwith,
and, of course, coach Robin
Sheppard. Both teams are highly
talented and skilled and with few
either leaving or graduating, next
year, ought to be the same. We
want to thank those who supported
us; it really does help to be cheered
on. And we predict that by the end
of today, our final records will be 81 and and 4-0-1. Not bad, huh?
Ed Note:
No, not bad at all. Indeed, it is
excellent. The girl's lacrosse team
goes into today's game with a 7-1
record (their only loss coming at
the hands of Yale in a one point
defeat) and the knowledge that
they are recognized as one of the
finest girls' lacrosse teams in New
England. The biz was in the
stands at last Tuesday's game with
Smith, and was extremely impressed with the Trinity lax-ladies'
abilities. The execution was
precise, the stickhandling flawless,
team co-ordination worked like a
clock and even I envied their
passing abilities. They totally
outclassed the girls from Smith.
However, was it necessary to run
up a score lifee 18-1? Everyone
knew Trinity was by far a superior
team to Smith — did it have to be
proved by routing them and
causing them such humiliation? I
think not. It is obvious that
someone forgot what the word
"sportsmanship" means. Nor can

The Trinity College Concert
Choir under the direction of Mr*'
Jonathan Reilly will present its
annual Spring Concert on Sunday
May 9th at 8:15 p.m. in the College
Chapel.
The featured works will be Lobet
den Herrn, a motet by Johann
Sebastian Bach, Magnificat by
Alan Hovhaness, and Prayers of
Kierkegaard by Samuel Barber.
The Hovahness and the Barber will
be accompanied by orchestra.
The concert on the 9th is open to
the public; $2.00 for adults, $1.00
for students.
11

Immortal Prof
Every September, Esquire
Magazine does a back-to college
issue and this year, the editors are
focusing in on the faculty. They
want to know who the most unforgettable faculty members are
and why they make indelible
impressions upon their students.
How to find out? They're asking
college undergraduates themselves.
Esquire wants you to fell us
about your most memorable
college teacher in 100 words or
less. Your character sketch must
be true and you've got to name
names. If we publish it, you get $50
and a byline in September's
Esquire—which is a lot of glory for
what probably will be the shortest
piece of writing of your college
career.
The deadline for submissions is
May 10 (write fast) and send those
immortalizing words to S.
O'Malley, Editorial Department,
Esquire, 488 Madison Avenue, New
York, New York, 10022.

Instruments
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the merit lacrosse team be excused
for their own exercise in running-.
up the score against UR1. Excellence is what sports is all about;
humiliating the person playing
against you is not. There is a difference.
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your phone

There will be a meeting for all
students interested in participating
in
Trinity's
Instrumental
Program.
The meeting' will be held on
Thursday, May 6 in the Austin Arts
Center at 7:30 p.m. The Instrumental Program includes the
Stage Band, the Brass Choir, the
String Ensemble, the Woodwind
Ensemble, and the Marching
Band. Plans will be made for the
coming year. Refreshments will be
served.

WM£&i§AMGB:
Write or call for your copy of our
latest catalog of over 5,000 research studies. These studies are
designed to HELP YOU IN THE
PREPARATION of:
• Research Papers
« Essays
« Case Studies
• Speeches
• Book Reviews
WE ALSO DO CUSTOM WRITING

MINUTE RESEARCH
1360 N. Sandburg. #1602
Chicago, Illinois 60610
312-337-2704

rebate.
&

May 17,18 and 19
Mather Campus Center-Main Lobby
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

*

« :'.:.;'. : 6» -(lay. -advance paymenl required :

•;Sb:;>:,'Cfofi l-ee.800-325-4867 ^

<£? UmTravel Charters
College Sport
Shop

one stop tennis
sales and service
Head
Davis
Wilson
Bancroft
Stringing
with
best
nylon~$9.50

Southern New England Telephone

114 New Britain Ave.

The Middletown Mystery
by Phillipe Marlowe &
Raymond Chandler
It was a damp April morning,
<r jTand I was sitting in my office. I had
just come off the Borowitz
diamond case, and was trying to
catch up on the sleep that I had
missed the past three days, when
there was a knock oh the door.
"Come in," I said, rubbing the
sleep from my eyes. And he did
come in.
"Somethings happened,
something bad. We were . . . "
_ "Who's we?" A good question, I
thought.
"Tie lacrosse team, you fool. We
were playing Middletown, and we
lost."
Needless to say, I was shocked.
"You mean to say that you lost
after coming off of a winning
streak as long as the line for a
Daturday banquet." I waited for
him to continue.
"Yeah, but it was a real
ballbuster."
He was right in what he said, the
game was tight and tough. It went
into a double overtime followed by
two sudden death periods. The

fiFirst Heavies,

suspense that was mounting, made
Psycho look like a child's nursery
ryhme.
"Tell me more. I've got to have
more if you want me to take this
case." I sounded mean, it wasn't
going to be easy. He continued.
"There was two minutes left in
regulation play, and Wesleyan was
up 8-7. Then, Greg Madding popped
in one of his three goals to tie it up.
Middletown wasn't stopped
-%-igh, they slapped one in the net,
despite a fantastic effort by goalie
Frank Judson. The clock was
ticking away and it looked bad,
real bad. However, with thirty
seconds to go, Rick Schweikert
slammed one in to tie it up. The
quadruple overtime that followed
was grueling, as no one scored
until the second sudden death
period, when Wesleyan somehow
squeezed one in."
"Let me see if I got the facts
straight. Wesleyan beat you in the
'closest match in Trinity history'."
"Yes, that's about it."
"So the final score was Wesleyan
10, Trinity 9. Who scored the

Frosh Row to Victory

by Pappa Vail
and a half lengths ahead.
-. At Trinity, a crew race is an
The victorious Frosh Heavies
intense experience. For several had a sweet length lead at 500
months eight men and a coxswain meters in their race with
condition their bodies and their Wesleyan, Marist, Williams, and
psyche in anticipation of six season Ithaca. They went to work and left
races and the final Dad Vail the rest of the fleet behind to
Regatta. This means, in all, seven contend for second. Trin's sharp
chances to make a lot of effort pay style and .good leg drive gave them
^"off—not very many.
a three length lead at the finish
Each race is do or die. It tops off over second place Ithaca.
a w«ek of difficult practice and
The First Lights raced a fast and
soulful psyche and strategy competitive field, placing above
sessions. Crews rise at dawn to Wesleyan, -Marist, and Ithaca, but
travel three hours or more for a losing to Williams. The disapseven minute race which deter- pointing race was deck and deck,
mines how worthwhile so much with Williams, Ithaca, and Trin in
devotion has been. Victory1 is front until after the 1000 meter
tremendously rewarding. It brings mark when Williams took a three
reassurance and concrete self- seat lead. Both Williams and
r e s p e c t . Defeat is sentimentally Ithaca seemed to sprint about 100
devastating. It lingers and haunts meters earlier than Trin. When
and creates a prevailing sense of Trin sprinted, they rowed through
^inadequacy which must be over- Ithaca but Williams held on to win.
come to compete effectively in The competition is very tight in the
Lightweight division. The Dad Vail
subsequent races.
Both victory and defeat were finals should be interesting.
tasted by Trinity oarsmen last
Trin's Second Heavies held the
Saturday at the Onota Lake lead over Ithaca and Wesleyan for
Regatta hosted by Williams 1000 meters, stroking well above
College in Pittsfield, Mass. Trinity, the other crews at 38 strokes per
Marist, Wesleyan, Williams, and minute. Ithaca then gradually
Ithaca College competed in the came back and finished a length
rainy Mayday event.
and half up. Trin placed second
Trin's First Heavies spec- and Wesleyan last.
tacularly rowed by Wesleyan, *
The Second Lights lost to Ithaca
vWilliams, and two previously
undefeated crews, Ithaca and in a close contest which was
Marist. Trinity took a two-part anybody's with 500 meters to go.
start, beating out 10 strokes at 42 Both crews then began to sprint
I strokes per minute and then 15 at and Trin's bladework was not all it
'• 45 per minute. When they first could have been. Ithaca finished a
settled at a 37, Ithaca was up two boat length ahead.
seats. In rougher water Trin setThe first heats of the annual Dad
tled again to a 35 and jotekeyed Vail Regatta takes place on Friday
back and forth with Ithaca until the on the Schuylkill River in
,.1000 meter mark.when a strategic Philadelphia; Boats from Florida
power ten, (a series of 10 burn-it- to Massachusetts will be con:» out strokes) gave Trin a half length tending for the National Small
lead which they held and increased College Championship in this
..through the finish line. The "Super Bowl" of crew racing, and
> Heavies recorded the day's fastest Trin will be well represented. Here
time with a blazing 6 minutes, 8.5 are Trinity's crews.
seconds.
FIRST HEAVYWEIGHTS
Special recognition was earned
Jim Plagenhoef (bow)
;
by the Lightweight Freshmen who
Paul Wendler
Peter Van Loon
defeated Marist and finished off
Harry Graves
. peir regular season racing with an
Clark Patteson
•'impeccable
6-0
record.
The
highJim
Chapln
ri
ding boat movers are Rob
Steve Berflhausen
Charlie Poole (stroke)
Shields, Mike Burkin, Neil McDave Greenspan (cox)
Donough, Bill Zimmerling, Gary
Savadove, Jim Hart; Bob Childs,
FIRST LIGHTWEIGHTS
and Tony Lothrop. The boat
Steve Stueck (bow)
movers' mover (cox) is Jane
Geoff Booty
? Massey who coordinates and
Bill O'Brien
spearheads the eight. Jane is
Doug Logan
P.K. Harris
called "The Whip" because of her
Stu Kerr
unquestionably
commanding
Jeff Bolster
coxing tactics, and is the main
Jamie Cowdery 'stroke)
reason for the boat's success acWillie Matthews (cox)
cording to stroke Tony Lothrop.
She is endowed with a loud voice
FROSH HEAVIES
"3,nd
can-,easily- intimidate a crew
Tom Knowlton (bow)
tlv
e lances away. Jane is the
Al Grey
Dave Diefenbach
sparkplug of this machine.
Pete Thomas
The
Frosh
Lights
got
off
to
a
slow
Al Schmidt
1 st
art on Saturday and hit a wake
Blalrie,Carter
Eliot Klein
shortly thereafter which gave
Geoff
Stiles (stroke)
Marist a four seat lead. Then they
Bill Nahlll (cox)
characteristically came together
ana steadily rowed through the
winded Marist boat, finishing two

Trinity goals? I need more facts to
work with."
"Well, if I remember correctly, I
told you about Maddings three, and
Schweikert's lifesaver. CAREY
TOTALED FOUDELETE PARA.
"Well, if I remember correctly. I
told you about Maddings three, and
Schweikert's lifesaver. Carey
totaled four goals, and Clint
Brown, that Jones boy, added one
goal to the effort."
"I see your problem, you guys
lost. Its plain and simple. There's
nothing I could do now to change it.
To quote that famous philosopher,
Gil Childers, "Even the best of us
lose sometimes. .That is, of course,
except myself.' I'm sorry, but
there's not much that I could do for
you."
"We thought that you might try
and cover up the fact that we lost."
"You've got the wrong guy,
buddy. If you want something on
cover-ups, you'd better take your
case to Maurice Stans, or Donald
Segrett: Do you think I want
Woodward and Bernstein to write
about my Final Days."
He left without any trouble. He
fell down once. It must have been
Chris Reeves, I thought. I also
thought that I should check out the
next lacrosse game. It was well
worth the effort. It started off on a
high note, Dave Murphy taking his
shirt off to get a tan. Boy, is he
cool! Two women fainted in ecstacy.
Trinity dominated the weak URI
team from the start. They went
through them, like a bulldozer
through a room full of cornflakes.
Greg Carey performed marvelously adding five more goals to
his season total, which, by the way,
is only two goals short of the alltime Trinity record. Add the fact
that Carey is only a freshman, and
the result is a bright future for
Trinity lacrosse. But the goods
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didn't stop with Carey. In fact, in
this 18-2 rout over URI, the goals
came in so fast, that I could have
used a calculator to tally them up.
Clint Brown, only two short of the
most assists record, zipped in two
goals, as did Schweikert and Pete
Braman.
Co-captain
Sean
O'Malley came alive with a three
goal effort. Steve Popkin, the
greatneck favorite, managed to
score a goal despite his infamous
untucked shirt. Gil Childer also
had a single score shot, so did Greg
Madding. However, Madding's
goal was not as "gorgeous" as
Gil's. The game was exciting and

inspiring. It must have been,
because Gerald LaPlante, cocaptain, and normally a crease
defenseman, was so excited, and so
inspired, that he trucked on down
the field and scored a goal. It didn't
really matter that he left Judson
unprotected. Judson was playing
so well that if it wa&n't for the fact
he couldn't be in two places at the
same time, Judson could have
played this one all by himself.
It certainly was a "Ho Hum
Babes" of a day. I went back to my
office to finally get some of that
sleep that I wanted. See you next
week folks.

Sophomore mid-fielder Greg Madding prepares to fend off
a URI opponent in Friday's 18-2 rout of the Rhodies. Madding
picked up three goals in the game. Photo by Mark Sterns

Tennis Places Fifth in New England
by J. D. Newcombe

This past weekend at the New
England Championships held at
Amherst College the Trinity Tennis
Team -convinced all unbelievers
and securely established its
position as a tennis power in New
England. Trinity placed in a tie for
fifth place with Brandeis behind
Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth and
Tufts.
Trinity received some excellent
seedings in the draws. In the A
event Eric Mathews was seeded
sixth; in the B draw Jim Solomon
was seeded third and Charles
Johnson was seeded fourth in the C
tournament. However Trinity's
high ranking was definitely the
Photo by Howard Lombard
result of the entire team's effort.
, New England Doubles Finalists, Eric Mathews and Jim
Tension, luck and talent all
played a role in Trinity's matches
Rice in (somewhat staged) action on the courts.
throughout the tournament. In his
first match Eric Mathews supplied clinch the victory, Unfortunately pointing loss to Williams did quite
a steady flow of unbelievable radar Eric lost in the second round to well at the New England's. At
two man Paul number one Solomon and Jenkins
passing shots to defeat Jeff Tabin, Amherst's number
:
upset the number four seeded Tufts,
Yale's number two man 6-2, 5-7, 7- Fennell 7-6, 6:3.
With Mathews out of the A event entry before running out of steam
6. In the third set tie-breaker
Mathews cracked unreturnable the pressure mounted on number against Yale's Leeds and Thomas
serves on the last two points to two Tim, Too Tall, Jenkins who in the quarter finals.
Eric Mathews and Jim Rice
came through with three big- wins
SECOND HEAVIES
until he lost :to Harvard's Rob made opposing coaches and teams
tremble to think that they are only
Mike Mackey
,
Lundy 6-3, 6-4.
Scott Ramsay
• >•
freshmen as they reached the
The
B
tournament
was
a
Jamie'Arnold
finals of the B tournament. "The
disappointment
to
the
team
as
both
Dave Telchmann
Tony Mazzarella
Jim Solomon and Jim Rice were Blue Machine" as they call
John Grous
defeated in the first round, themselves, disposed of the
Rich Friedman
• "
However both "Sols" and "The number two seeded team of Yale's
Ted Pardoe (stroke)
Reach" gathered extra points in Dressier and Tabin. After their
Lisa Learned (cox)
the consolation event and probably loss in the finals Eric and Jim
SECOND LIGHTWEIGHTS
would
have met each other in the commented; "we are only sorry
Brian Baczyk
that we couldn't win the whole
finals had not rain halted play.
Russell luliano
•
But we will next year.
Blm Dow
Patience and solid ground- tourney.
Guaranteed!"
Win Hayward
strokes
were
the
keys
to
Andy
Steve Lloyd
In the C event doubles
Vermilye and Charlie Johnson's
Jon Doollttle
wins in the C tournament. C.J. specialist's Jonathan Porter and
Bob Cedarbaum
Merrill O'Brien (stroke)
Johnson gathered three points Bob Purcell picked themselves up
Margaret Watts (cox)
•'
before he was upset by Boston from their close loss at Williams to
College's John Officer in the round defeat Boston University's entry
FROSH LIGHTWEIGHTS
of sixteen. Johnson was so before bowing to a hot Brandeis
Rob Shields
Mike Burkin
distraught by his loss that he team in the second round.
Neil McDonough
The season will end this Saturdisappeared into the wilds of the
Bill Zlmmerlins
North Hampton area and has not day against arch rival Wesleyan
Gary Savadore
been heard of since. Andy Ver- and the team is looking to end a
Jim Hart
Bob Childs
milye reached the quarter-finals successful season with a shutout
Tony Lothrop (stroke)
for the second consecutive year win. Seniors Jim Solomon, Jon
Jane Massey (cox)
and put up strong opposition in a Porter and Bob Purcell all agreed •
losing effort to Yale's Luis Acosta. that two big. wins over Army and
COACHES; Norm Graf, Jordan Curtis,
Gary Caldwell.
The double which had faltered Wesleyan would put the frosting on
MANAGER: J. Carey La Porte.
earlier in the week in the disap- the cake.
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Sports ///
Bantams Able To Play Ball, Have Fun at Same Time
by Terry Price
(Reprinted with permission of the
Hartford Courant)
There is very little fanfare involved with playing college
baseball. Almost exclusively, the
accolades go to the football and'
basketball heroes.
At Trinity College, where
athletics is still second to
.academics (yes, there are still
institutions like that), the baseball
players still trail the behemoths of
the gridiron and the slender
hoopers in autographs given.
Trinity baseball games are
played almost unnoticed by the
general student population. The
frisbee catch behind the empty
bleachers and the coeds who go
bouncing past are apt to draw
more attention than the Blue and
Gold warriors of the Broad Street
diamond.
Still, as you sit and take the
whole scene in while working on an
early tan, you are impressed with
the young men who toil under the

sweltering sun. Their attitudes are
what strike you the most. Somehow
they are able to maintain all the
good that comes from playing
college athletics.
THE REWARDS ARE GENUINE
The only pressure the Trinity
players have on them is the kind
that comes frpm within. There is
no one standing behind them ready
to jump down their throats at the
slightest mistake or someone
wielding a whip urging them to put
out for Dear Old Trin. They are
under virtually no outside pressure
yet they are able to play a better
than average game of baseball and
have fun doing it at the same time.
Rarely does a helmet get tossed
at a Trinity baseball game. Silence
from the bench does not greet a
strikeout victim. More than
usually he will be met with,& "get
'em next time" or some other word
of encouragement upon his return
to the bench.Seemingly, it is just
not in the nature of a Trinity

Trackmen Surprise Union
by Big Ben
& Roger
As darkness descended upon a
cold, damp Jessee Field, vaulting
ace Hal Smullen reluctantly slid
his pole back into its cardboard
sheath. Hal's second-place effort in
the pole-vault was indicative of the
frustrations Trin's thinclads encountered throughout the day:
strong performances which consistently fell just short of besting
the times and distances of their
powerful Union opponents. Winners of the New York State Indoor
Track Championship, Union
narrowly escaped being handed a
major upset by edging a vastly
under-rated Trinity squad, 78-76.
While most of the meet was
conducted under wet, gloomy
skies, the sun never ceased to shine
upon the "pit" of the hammer
throw. John Connelly's shimmering,
school-record-breaking
performance in the ball and chain
event endlessly illuminated the
fieldman's environs with radiant
energy and glaring luminousity.
John spun, twisted, and heaved,
tossing the hammer an amazing
149' 6-3/4" breakinr a record which
had remained intact since 1914.
Other members of Trinity's field
contingent followed John's stellar
performance with fine efforts of
their own. Co-captain Vic Novak
and promising sophomore Moose
Poulin provided Trinity with
valuable points by respectively
placing first and second in both the
discus
and shot put. Barry Dorfmanrs clutch second place in the
hammer and Marty Cogen's
duplicate effort in the javelin
rounded out the weight events in
which Trinity outscored Union, 27
to 9.
The Bantams also turned out
several fine performances in the
jumping events. .Competing in his
first meet of the season, senior
leaper Eric Wright dazzled the
standing-room-only crowd by
grabbing firsts in both the long and
triple jumps. His 20' 10" jump was
backed up by Jim Davenport's
second place bound of 18' 7" and
the injured John Ziewacz's 18' 4"
third. In the high jump, soph Brett
Maclnnes produced his usual fine
effort with a second place finish of
6' 2".
In the running events, Trin's
harriers literally fought their
Union adversaries right down to
the wire. Victories were recorded
by the 440 relay team of Harvey
Bumpers, Jim Davenport, Walter
Champion, and Tom Lines, Rob
Fernald in the 440 hurdles, and
Tom Lines in the 100. Hobie Porter
came through with his usual strong
performances by copping second in
the high hurdles and battling to a
close third in_the intermediates.
. The crowd-pleasing Rich Lovering
engaged in verbal and physical

competition with Union's amiable
Ivan Scheur, finishing a strong
second to the New York state
champ in 880. First-year hoofer
Pat Hallisey followed his senior
pace-setter across the finish line
for a third. Freshmen Dave Kyle
and John Sandman completed the
scoring in the running events by
splashing their ways to third
places finishes in the 440 and two
mile run.
After its previous victory over
New England Cross-Country
champs Keene State, Trinity had a
disappointing day in its April 27
meet with Wesleyan. At the end of
the day's competition, the Cardinals had outscored the eager
Bants 89 to 65, despite several
strong individual performances by
members of the Trinity squad.
Trinity was the beneficiary of
few breaks in the Middletown
meet. The cold afternoon got off to
a dismal start when Trinity's
feared 440 relay team was
disqualified for a poor baton pass.
After Wesleyan's strong showing in
the mile, Trinity began to put
pressure on the Card's respected
running squad. Tom Lines began
the assault by striding his way to a
first in the 100. In the 440, former
Connecticut state champ and cocaptain Don Baur dominated the
event by clinching the top two
places. Hobie Porter clearly
outclassed his stunned Wesleyan
competitors by capturing firsts in
both hurdle events. Senior
stalwarts Rich "Loveman"
Lovering and Jim "Avis" Frobes
assisted the team effort by placing
third in the 880 and mile runs.
In keeping with tradition, the
Bantams clearly dominated the
field events. High-scoring, soaring
vaulter Hal Smullen mounted his
pole for a winning 12 foot effort.
Pat "Bill Toomey" Hallisey
followed Hal by grabbing a third in
the same event. Co-captain Vic
Novak and his competitive protege
Mosse Poulin totally outclassed the
opposition by nailing down first
and second places in both the shot
and discus. Ace hammerman John
Connelly warmed up for his recordbreaking performance by grabbing
his bi-weekly first in that event. In
the jumps, Bant bounders Bumpers and Ziewacz bested their
Wesleyan competitors with
seconds and thirds in the long and
triple jumps. Brett Maclnnes
leaped his way to a second in the
high jump.
- A brave and able effort in futile
cause was contributed in the final
event by the speedy mile relay
team of Baur, Howe, Lovering, and
Kyle. Despite the relay's winning
effort, the Bantam scoring drive
fell frustratingly short and the Trin
trackmen were left to contemplate
the many "ifs" which had denied
them of the day's victory.

athlete to fret over something as
meaningless as an occasional
strikeout or, heaven forbid, a lost
ballgame.
Enjoyment and not final results
is what it is all about at Trinity.
Having fun, keeping one's mind
and body in shape and taking a
respite from the demands of the
classroom is what draws them to
the field of competition. The
rewards may seem trivial, but they
are very, very genuine.
AN ADMIRABLE TYPE OF
PROGRAM
A West Hartford resident and a
grad of Hall High School, (Steve)

Carlow defends the athletic
program at Trinity even though he
feels it does not need it. "
"We do pretty well considering
we don't give out scholarships," he
said. "We did well in basketball
and we usually do pretty well in
baseball. Football is usually good,
too."
"I could see people saying we
were bad if we did a lot of
recruiting and turned out bad
teams," the 6-1 senior went on.
"But we don't give out a lot of
scholarships so it's kind of tough.
We just do the best we can with
what we have,"

Somehow that seems so much f
more admirable than the type of j
athletic programs which take the
best available talent and throw it \
together in an attempt to produce
the best possible teams. That, it is
thought, is for the professionals...
not college kids.
At Trinity they are producing
professionals, but they are going to
be lawyers, doctors, physicists and
poets. The fact that they seem to
produce
relatively
few
professional athletes doesn't seem
to bother them much and •,«
it shouldri' t. More important duties
await' Steve Carlow and his
compadres.

COMMENTARY
by The Diz
I first came across the above
article by Terry Price in the men's
locker room at Ferris, where it is
posted on the bulletin board. I am
very impressed with it, for I
believe it sums up the program at
Trinity perfectly. The Trinity
> athlete is indeed primarily a
student and secondarily - a participant in the sports program. It
seems that we've always approached these two demands on
our time in this light: the
classroom comes first, and then we
worry about Saturday's game.
This perspective, however, has
never detracted from the energies
we are able to devote to sports, nor
. has it placed any real limits on our
physical abilities. We budget our
time appropriately and propor-

Title IX
(Continued from page 13)
5) Finally, the committee
recommends that the Sports Information Director make a concerted effort to increase coverage
by local newspapers of all sports
and be watchful that equal
coverage is given to men's and
women's sports.
Title IX Committee
Drew Hyland
Dick Taylor
Tom Lips
Jane Millspaugh
Don Miller
Beth Dean
Bob Martin
Lisa Learned

tionately—morning and afternoon
find us in the classroom, then three
hours on the field, and finish the
day with, on the average, three to
four hours of studying. "The
warriors of the Broad Street
diamond" (or football field,
basketball court, etc.) that Mr.
Price refers to are equally the
"warriors of the classroom."
This, of course, doesn't mean
that we've given up considering
ourselves as "jocks". No, we're
still jocks, and we're proud of it!
But what we are even more proud
of is the accomplishment of
transcending the stereotypical
idea of the "dumb jock" and being
recognized more accurately as
student athletes or even scholarathletes. The Greek ideal of sound
mind and sound body, and more
specifically Plato's belief that "the
ideal man is he who can excel in
both athletics and scholarship" are
excellent descriptions for the
motivations behind the Trinity's
athlete's efforts. It is naturally
inherent in an athlete to try to be
the best at his particular sport or
position; the Trinity athlete goes
beyond this and strives for
achievement in the classroom as
well.
As Terry Price points out, ttiere
is another very important
motivation behind the Trinity
athlete's participation in athletics,

Golfers Look to UHART Invite

by Abdul
Trinity's varsity golf team had a
slow time of it last week with only
one match against arch-rival
Wesleyan. It turned out to be a
disappointing 3-2 match play loss,
which can be partially attributed to
Wesleyan not playing the
traditional 7-man match. The
match was close as John "I'm still
Undefeated" Flynn and Jay
Morgan manhandled their opponents, Capt. "Large Ed" lost a
close one. at the #1 position and
Chris Jennings also lost.
Sophomore Bill Dodge, playing in
the n spot, made a gallant effort
on the 18th hole but still fell to his
opponent by l. Jay Morgan was
medalist with 76.
On Thursday and Friday of last
week the team conducted its annual team tournament. The winner
Photo by is awarded the Wyckoff Cup. Larry
Howard Lombard Wells took the first round lead with
77 and was closely followed by
Dodge and Shultz. At the end of 36
holes there was a tie between
sophomore Bill Dodge and senior
Tom Shultz; they were declared
co-winners,
This past-weekend the NESCAC
John Connelly '76 set and reChampionship was held at
set the school record for the
Williams College. The contingent
hammer throw in the Bantam's
of Capt. "Large Ed" Staudinger,
track meet with Union on
B. Dodge, Larry Wells, John
Saturday. Connelly's throw of
Flynn, and Tom Shultz represented
147'8" on his third throw of the
Trinity and were confident of their
day beat the previous record
ability to. systematically fold,
(set in 1914) by four inches. On
spindle, and mutilate the entire
his sixth attempt he broke his
field. However, this was contingent
own record with a ferocious
on
the ability of Coach Sutherland
heave of 149'6-3/4" YOU
to keep the team relatively sober.
ANIMAL!!!
Way to go George!

Connelly Sets

Record - Twice!

one which happens to be the
original reason we even enter &
field of sports (dating back to our
days as children): having some
fun. Fortunately, most of us atTrinity realize that sports were
created for enjoyment, and that
enjoyment is—and rightly so—the
primary purpose of participating
in athletic contests. Unfortunately,
many people lose sight of the fact /]
that football, baseball, and/
basketball games are justthat—games; and though it's great
to win (and I do like to win!) it's
even greater when you can say,
after the game is over, "I had a
good time out there; I really enjoyed myself."
I'm not writing this "commentary" to romanticize.the ideal
of the athlete, nor am I saying that
every athlete at Trinity has a 4,o '
average and leaves every athletic^,
contest with a smile on his face. I • *
am too well aware of the fact that;
there are many athletes here who,
don't know where the "B-floor" is,
or who prefer tQ involve themselves in fights during games
rather than concentrate on their
given assignments. I do submit,
however, that in general, the
Trinity athlete fills the role of a
scholar-athlete who likes to enjoy
him/herself by taking part in the
sports program here. We wouldn't
want it any other way.

The season finishes up this week
with the UHart Invitational and
matches involving five other
schools, On Tuesday, in a rare
quadrangular match, the Bants *
face AIC, Springfield, and
Williams. On Thursday, Bowdoin
and MIT will attempt to hack away.
at us in Boston.
Finally, as the season comes to a]
close, the team would like to'
mention the graduating seniors.^
They are: Capt. Edward B,
Staudinger, Jesse J. Morgan IHi
Christopher J. Jennings, and
Thomas M. Shultz. Good Luck and
keep on hacking!

Teacher-Student Fifteen professors and ten
students are signed up for this
year's marathon. To balance the
teams, we need five additional,
runners. The students are holding
a meeting on Tuesday, May fourth.
The meeting is in' Alumni Lounge
at 7:30. If you are interested in
finding out more about the studentteacher marathon... please com^
The marathon has a new goal.
Besides running a bunch of miles,
the students will be running to add
pledge' money to the Faculty (^
Scholar Prize. >
,. •*'
Spectators are welcome to this
unique Trinity event. Information
concerning the marathon is
avaOable from Alan Fink, Ext. 315,
Ralph Walde, Ext. 349, or Gary
Ankuda, box 664, Ext. 261.

